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You have books about sharks for different age groups
coming this fall—Big Sharks, Small World for babies
and Sharks Forever for middle graders. In your research
for these books, is there something you learned that
you were surprised by, or that you think everyone
just has to know?
I can't stress this enough—sharks are so much less
likely to bite you than humans. More people are killed
by camels, cows or kangaroos than are killed by sharks.
Sharks almost never bite humans—but every time they
do, the media covers the story like it's a nuclear level
threat or a Royal wedding.

Why Humans Build Up is a nonfiction title for middle
grade readers all about buildings and why we build
them so high. What made you want to explore this topic?
I wrote this book after answering countless questions
about skyscrapers from my three sons. Eventually, my
youngest son asked me why the Burj Khalifa was so tall.
I thought that was a great question.

What are a couple of ways that people can help sharks
on a daily basis?
Sharks are threatened by pollution and climate
change—just like we are. And we know what we have to
do about these threats. But also make sure the cat food
and cosmetics you buy don't contain shark.
If you were a shark which one would you be and why?
Working on the book I fell in love with whale sharks—
one of the most beautiful animals on earth—but we
know that lemon sharks have friends. So, I'd want to be a
lemon shark.

What's one cool and unexpected fact that you learned
while researching this book?
Biomimicry! I was surprised by how much the natural
world has influenced architects and engineers in their
designs. For instance, the Eastgate Centre Building
in Harare, Zimbabwe uses a natural cooling design
that's based on giant termite mounds, which uses only
10-percent of the electricity of similar buildings.
If you were a building, which one would you be and why?
The CIS Tower in Manchester, England. To be honest, the
25-story tower isn't much to look at. What is remarkable,
however, is how the CIS Tower has adapted with the
times, and I'd like to think that I'm trying to do the
same thing, especially when it comes to leading a more
environmentally-sustainable lifestyle.
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BC TOP
SELLERS

PEOPLE

Christian
Guay-Poliquin

Falling Shadows
(Talonbooks $19.95)

Nancy Dyson &
Dan Rubenstein

Papa &
Kitten

Chelene Knight’s
memoir Dear
Current Occupant
won the 2018 City
of Vancouver
Book Award.
Forthcoming in
2023 is her book
on Black self-love
and joy.

A

ll six feet of the famous writer and Nobel
Prize-winner, Ernest Hemingway
towered over the five-foot-threeinch, one-hundred-and-twenty-pound
figure of his fourth wife, Mary Welsh.
He called her Kitten, and she called him Papa—
the nickname he gave himself when he was just
27, used by even his older friends. Even though
their marriage was stormy, Welsh proved to be
crucial to Hemingway’s writing in the last sixteen
years of his life. Timothy Christian, who lives on
Vancouver Island’s Saanich Inlet, has researched
and written Hemingway’s Widow: The Life and
Legacy of Mary Welsh Hemingway (Dundurn
$42.95) about the former WWII correspondent,
who smoked, drank gin, and sang Edit Piaf songs
and managed Hemingway’s literary legacy after he
committed suicide in 1961.
“This is the Hemingway book we’ve all been
waiting for,” says Professor H.R. Stoneback,
(past) president of The Ernest Hemingway Foundation and Society. Reading like a novel, Christian’s
depth of research is evident in the 6-page bibliography and 50 pages of endnotes. 9781459750548

St. Michael’s Residential
School: Lament & Legacy
(Ronsdale Press $21.95)

Collin Varner

Invasive Flora of the West
Coast: British Columbia
and the Pacific Northwest
(Heritage House $24.95)

Colleen MacDonald
Let’s Go Biking:
Vancouver Island, Gulf
Islands, Sunshine Coast
(Sandhill Book Marketing
$22.95)

Kim Spencer

Weird Rules to Follow
(Orca $12.95)

Alison Tedford

t

Stay Woke, Not Broke:
Protect Your Brand in
Today’s Business Climate
(Self-Counsel Press $29.95)

Mary Welsh and
Ernest Hemingway,
circa 1953.

Miskwagoode
(New Star $16)

Phillip & April Vannini
with Autumn Vaninni
In the Name of Wild:
One Family, Five Years,
Ten Countries, and a
New Vision of Wildness

(UBC Press $24.95)

Junie of

Hogan’s Alley
Chelene Knight re-imagines
Vancouver’s Black neighbourhood,
demolished 50 years ago.

t
Robert Pavlis

Plant Science for
Gardeners: Essentials for
Growing Better Plants
(New Society $22.99)

Michael Blouin
I Am Billy the Kid
(Anvil Press $24.95)

Chad Reimer

Deadly Neighbours:
A Tale of Colonialism,
Cattle Feuds, Murder and
Vigilantes in the Far West
(Caitlin $26)

Gary J. Smith

Ice War Diplomat: Hockey
Meets Cold War Politics at
the 1972 Summit Series
(D&M $26.95)

Grant Lawrence

Return to Solitude:
More Desolation Sound
Adventures
(Harbour $26.95)
The current topselling titles from
major BC publishing companies,
in no particular order.

R

enowned Vancouver artist Stan Douglas set
part of his theatrical play project, Helen Lawrence (2014) in it. Carole Itter and Daphne
Marlatt included five Black Vancouverites
from the neighbourhood—including Jimi
Hendrix’s grandmother Nora—in their landmark oral history, Opening Doors: In Vancouver’s East End: Strathcona (BC Archives, 1979/1980/Harbour,
2001). Now Chelene Knight re-imagines the distinctly Black
neighbourhood in her debut novel Junie, (Book*hug $23).
The protagonist, Junie, moves to the community in 1933 with
her struggling single mother, who has big dreams of becoming a
professional Jazz singer. Located off Main Street close to the railway terminal where Black men got work as train porters catering
to white travellers, Hogan’s Alley had Black-run businesses and
a Black Church. As soon as she gets there, Junie feels at home.
“It was like she was in the midst of some big family gathering
where everyone had something to shout out from across
the room,” writes Knight, who chose to focus on the
good times, not the destruction of Hogan’s Alley.
Knight says that she wanted “to bring back a
small moment in time where everything was
9781771667685
in full bloom.”
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Settlers and state schools

T

he location of hundreds of unmarked graves at former
Indian Residential Schools in BC has led to a growing
recognition of the dark legacy of these institutions for
Indigenous peoples. At the same time, the province’s
other public schools were working to reinforce class systems
that favoured European settlers. Historian and teacher Sean
Carelton’s Lessons in Legitimacy: Colonialism, Capitalism, and the Rise of State Schooling in British
Columbia (UBC Press $89.95) delves into the role of
all state schools—public schools as well as Indian Day
Schools and Indian Residential Schools—to impose
the inequitable ways of the province’s colonizers.
“Schooling for Indigenous and non-Indigenous
children and youth functioned in distinct yet
complementary ways; teaching students
lessons in legitimacy that normalized
settler capitalism and the making of
Sean
British Columbia,” states publicity
Carelton
9780774868075
for the book.

t
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UPCOMING FALL READS
GUILTY OF EVERYTHING:
21ST ANNIVERSARY EDITION
JOHN ARMSTRONG

It’s 1978 and a non–stop carnival of debauchery begins
as the first shock of punk hits Vancouver. Now, in 2022,
revisit John Armstrong’s pivotal memoir in a new 21st
anniversary edition of Guilty of Everything.
978-1-55420-191-4

THE SKY AND THE PATIO:
AN ECOLOGY OF HOME
DON GAYTON

In 22 engaging essays, Summerland writer Don Gayton
fuses the personal with the ecological to portray the
geography and the natural and human history of his
adopted Okanagan Valley homeland.
978-1-55420-194-5

DISSENTING FROM EAST VAN AND PUBLISHING EXPERIMENTAL POETRY,
LITERARY FICTION, AND SOCIALLY-CONSCIOUS NON-FICTION SINCE 1970

@newstarbooks.vancouver

978-1-989467-54-1 | $22.95
Education | Memoir | Humour
An educator’s comic, tragic, and
memorable stories from 15 Burnaby
and Vancouver public schools

@newstarbooks

newstarbooks.com

978-1-989467-60-2 | $22.95
Immigrant | Spiritual | Cancer
A young man’s honest account of a
challenging life in Canada after his
family’s escape from Southeast Asia

NEW S TAR BOOKS

978-1-989467-46-6 | $24.95
History | Dutch | Canada
Rare, translated letters between
1891 Western Canada and Holland
tell a story of young love and family

978-1-989467-40-4 | $14.95
Children’s Fiction | Adventure
Duane Lawrence’s first Sammy Squirrel
& Rodney Raccoon story; now shortened
and in colour for preschoolers (32 pages)

978-1-989467-22-0
$44.95 (softcover)
978-1-989467-21-3
$59.95 (hardcover)

Tales of Hitchin’
in the 60s

Art | Memoir | Judaism
A 288-page, 11”x11” multilayered art book, memoir, and
guide to creativity by BC artist
Linda Dayan Frimer—featuring
over 100 of her paintings, colour
theory, art history, and scores of
exercises for aspiring artists

JIM KERR
978-1-989467-52-7 | $26.95
Travel Memoir | Adventure
How hitching and pen pals helped two
friends travel ‘60s Europe, North Africa,
and the Middle East on $2.06 per day

978-1-926991-94-8 | $18.95
Health | Cancer
A candid and well-researched
survivor ’s guide endorsed by
Prostate Cancer Foundation BC

25 Years and Going Strong!
Publisher and Distributor
granvilleislandpublishing.com
Toll-free: 1-877-688-0320
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Paradise in a

V

logging
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PEOPLE

John Willcock at
the end of another
long day of work
logging, circa 1960.

CAMP

ancouver-raised Kathryn Willcock grew up in the 1960s spend-

ing summers in remote logging camps on BC’s coast where
her father lived and worked nine months of the year.
When asked where she went every summer, Willcock’s
usual reply was “Up the coast.” The catch-all name never
elicited further questions, she says, “because, for most people,

‘up the coast’ was a vague place somewhere north of Vancouver, with endless
forests, a rugged coastline, and not much else.”
But it was magic to Kathryn and her sisters as they were set loose to play in the
wilderness despite their mother keeping a rifle next to the wood stove and their
logger father risking his life every day. Willcock describes it all in her memoir, Up
the Coast: One Family’s Wild Life in the Forests of British Columbia (NeWest
$24.95). “There was no point in trying to explain that my father’s logging camp was
situated on the shores of one of the most spectacular fjords in the world. I loved
going there for the freedom and the beauty, and sitting around the kitchen table at

BC

night with my family, telling stories by the light of a kerosene lamp.”

9781774390511

Villains

Tawahum Bige

BECOMING

& VICTIMS

T

I

Jean Barman
into these precarious times in British
Columbia in the Balance: 1846-1871
(Harbour $36.95) and describes the
area’s transformation from a largely Indigenous territory into a province of the
recently formed Canada Confederation.
Several major events kept the land
within Britain’s administration: the
1846 treaty that established the 49th
parallel boundary between the US and
the land Britain claimed; the formation of the Colony of British Columbia
in 1858 (Vancouver Island was its
own colony as of 1849) when 30,000
American gold seekers threatened to
take over the mainland territory; and,
in the mid-1860s, when the gold rush
petered out, leaving the two colonies
burdened with such massive public
debts that they merged into one colony
under the name of British Columbia
with Victoria as its capital.
After much political wrangling, and
agreements to assume the Colony of
BC’s debts and build a transportation
connection to the eastern parts of Canada, BC became the sixth Canadian
province on July 20, 1871. 978550179880

Don’t say
colonization
is abstract

H

aving performed at festivals—such as the Canadian Festival
of Spoken Word and the Talking Stick Festival—and at
over 50 venues from Victoria to Toronto, been published
in more than a dozen journals and magazines and in an
anthology, and self-published three chapbooks, Tawahum
Bige has finally released their debut collection of poetry,
Cut to Fortress (Nightwood $19.95).
These poems course with anguish and rage as Bige confronts colonialism
and family relationships disrupted by trauma. When a writing professor says
the use of ‘colonization’ in a poem is too abstract, Bige replies: “Colonization
is a two-man saw:/a signed-in-blood, written-in-English/contract atop a forest
cut to stumps/… Colonization is our burned anthologies,/silenced oral histories
over millennia/replaced with intergenerational trauma/… he was in foster care
from fifteen–/a groan/ and from three stories up/Life-Tree creaks and…thud./
Colonization is a signed-in-blood, written-in-English/ coroner’s report, denoting/
Accidental fall/undetermined./… It’s this lived experience/constantly called into
question/and a writing professor/who calls colonization/too abstract.”
Based in Vancouver, Bige is Łutselk’e Dene and Plains Cree, holds a BA in
creative writing from Kwantlen Polytechnic University, and self-describes as a
97800889714168
“two-spirit, non-binary sadboy on occupied Turtle Island.”
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here were several times in
the 1800s when what is now
known as British Columbia
could easily have slipped into
the control of the United States. BC
would have become a state and not a
province. With the availability of newly
accessible private correspondence
exchanged with the Colonial Office in
London, the indefatigable historian,
Jean Barman provides new insights

n Joseph Kakwinokanasum’s debut novel, My Indian
Summer (Tidewater $22.95),
it’s 1979 in the little town of
Red Rock, twelve miles out of
Dawson Creek, and twelve-year-old
Hunter Frank is struggling to stay
clear of his violent, alcoholic mother,
Margarette and older brother, Noah.
His sister Deb, who protected him, has
run away to Vancouver.
“Keep clear of mom and Noah,”
Deb tells Hunter before she boards
the Greyhound bus. “Do your chores.
Save as much money as you can, and
make a plan to leave, like I did. Okay?”
Hunter returns bottles and hunts
small game to sell to three elders for
cash. Then he finds an abandoned
bag stuffed with cash and illegal
marijuana. Will Hunter escape the
dangerous drug dealer who is looking
for him with a loaded gun? And will he
forgive his mother who is a residential
school survivor?
Joseph Kakwinokanasum is of Cree
and Austrian descent and grew up
in BC’s Peace region, one of seven
children raised by a single mother. In
2022, he was selected by Governor
General winner Darrel J. McLeod as
one of the Writers’ Trust of Canada’s
“Rising Stars.” Kakwinokanasum lives
9781990160127
in Metro Vancouver.

Joseph Kakwinokanasum

COVER
Weird Rules to Follow
by Kim Spencer
(Orca Book Publishers $12.95)

BY ERIN F. CHAN

E

leven-year-old Mia is
well aware that her
tears are different
from “white tears,”
that “Native girls
don’t cry like the
white girls do.” She’s
amazed at how readily white girls can
cry in public—and about such trivial
things, too. Having already experienced
many painful things in her life, Mia
doesn’t get upset easily, and she knows
that her tears wouldn’t be received in
the same way anyway: “White tears get
a lot of sympathy and attention. They
are like show-and-tell tears. Our tears,
the few that are shed, seem to make
people uncomfortable.”
This phenomenon is but one of the
many implicit “rules” that shape Mia’s
life in Kim Spencer’s debut novel,
Weird Rules to Follow, which is based
on her childhood experiences growing up in Prince Rupert in the 1980s.
Spencer, who is from the Ts’msyen
Nation in northwest BC, reveals her
lived experience through the book’s
protagonist, Mia, who deals with prejudice from a young age while navigating friendships, family and school in
the small coastal town. The novel is
middle reader fiction, but the charged
coming-of-age story will also resonate
with older YA readers and adults, too.
Central to Mia’s story is her relationship with her best friend, Lara, who
is non-Indigenous. Having grown up
in the same cul-de-sac, Mia and Lara
don’t remember the time before they
were neighbours and then friends. Lara
lives in one of the nicest houses on the
street—which has many rooms and
appliances, a view of the mountains
and ocean, and two cars parked in
the driveway—with her nuclear family. Mia lives in a run-down wartime
house—which has “original everything,
at a time when original has no value,”
a view of a retaining wall, and no car
parked out front—with her churchgoing grandmother, her binge-drinking
mother and a revolving cast of extended
family members. The two friends mostly hang out at Lara’s house, seemingly
because Lara’s mother is strict about
her daughter visiting other people’s
homes. Mia doesn’t mind, though, as
Lara’s home gives Mia a break from her
homelife: “Lara and I never get bored
when we hang out. … I forget about
things like my mom’s drinking, or that
there are so many people living in our
house with us. Lara’s home is like an
escape—well for me anyway.”
Although the differences between
Mia and Lara had never seemed to matter before, they begin to overshadow
their friendship in a way that feels
inevitable—as Mia becomes increasingly aware of how the adults in their
lives treat her differently because she’s
Indigenous.
Weird Rules to Follow is an anecdotal history of life for young Indigenous girls in a very specific time and
place. But the book’s themes of glaring
discrimination that Mia and other adolescent characters face, and are deeply
affected by, offer representation and
understanding for readers today who

REVIEW

An Indigenous girl navigates
prejudice in 1980s Prince Rupert
in Kim Spencer’s novel,
Weird Rules to Follow.

UNSPOKEN
RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

t
face similar issues (and an opportunity
to learn and empathize for readers who
don’t). The novel also exemplifies many
aspects of Indigenous history, particularly residential schools, in an effective,
personal way that will impart some of
the lasting, multi-generational impacts
and continued realities and injustices.
Spencer explains that, in addition to
using outdated terminology and names
that were common at the time (such
as Native and Indian), her framing of
residential schools reflects the fact that
such atrocities “were not openly talked
about or widely discussed back then.”
The novel is a series of scenes from
Mia’s childhood, presented as episodic
chapters told through Mia’s first-person perspective. Spencer’s writing style
captures an authentic youthful voice
while tackling challenging themes and
topics—emphasizing not only how well
kids understand prejudice and inequality but also how related anxieties,
shame, and belittling experiences can
control a kid’s life and influence the
construction of their identity.
In one scene, a Coast Salish dance
group performs during a large assembly at Mia’s school. When one of the

A young Kim Spencer missing her
front teeth. K’as’waan, or “toothless,”
in Ts’msyen, as Spencer explains. In
the novel, Mia loses a tooth while on a
family trip in Terrace and hopes that
the tooth fairy will be able to find her
at the hotel. She wakes up to a $20 bill
under her pillow.
dancers addresses the audience and
asks the Indigenous students to identify themselves, Mia doesn’t raise her
hand. “I’m too embarrassed to raise my
hand. But I feel equally ashamed for
not raising it,” Spencer writes. “I admire the Native students who put their
hands up. They seem so comfortable
with themselves. I can’t imagine feeling that way. The speaker continues,
‘It’s nice to see so many of you in the
audience. Always be proud of who you
are, be proud of being Native Indian.’
I feel even worse. Like I need some
Pepto-Bismol.” It’s a learned shame,
just one of the many weird rules that
Mia knows, implicitly, to follow.
Despite all the painful things Mia
experiences in her young life and
all the rules that shape it, Spencer
earnestly highlights the good things
in Mia’s life, too: distinct moments
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Kim Spencer

of friendship and solidarity; youthful
fun times; cultural practices and the
importance of community and elders;
and above all, a family’s deep love and
best efforts to protect and provide a
good life for their kids—even if, as a
rule, it’s left unspoken. Mia knows being made to feel special is its own kind
of love, as in a scene where her uncle
gives her cousin Sherrie money he won
from playing pool because the song
“Oh Sherrie” was playing: “My cousin
beams in her father’s embrace. Not just
about the twenty dollars, which would
make anyone happy, but because he’d
made her feel special. I’m just a kid and
I can see that.”
Weird Rules to Follow delivers on its
title, as Spencer explores how kids understand the kinds of power and weird
rules that surround and control their
present realities and relationships,
their self-identities and their ideas of
9781459835580
their futures.
Erin F. Chan (she/her) lives and works
as a publishing assistant, copy editor,
and graphic designer on the unceded
territories of the Musqueam, Squamish,
and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.
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FALL TITLES FROM RONSDALE PRESS

Gold, Grit, Guns
Alexander Globe

“Eureka. Alexander Globe has hit a literary jackpot . . . the diaries in Gold, Grit, Guns are foundational.”
— ALAN TWIGG, author of Out of Hiding

Only four extensive miners’ journals are known to have survived from 1858. Substantial quotes
provide an engaging authenticity. The miners’ voices, personalities and experiences reveal their
dreams of glory, hardships, and fortunes won and lost. Richly researched and packed with rarely
seen illustrations of life on the Fraser in 1858.
978-1-55380-584-7 PRINT | 978-1-55380-585-4 EBOOK | 350 pp | $24.95

NEW FICTION FOR YOUNG READERS
Join us on Oct. 15, 11 a.m. (PST) for “MAKING HISTORY COME ALIVE,” a virtual roundtable with six Ronsdale YA authors.
Sign up on Ronsdale’s Facebook page. Video excerpts will be available on YouTube.

This Game of War

Crow Stone

eddy makes a plan to sneak away
Day ceremony, little does he know
scheme will take him!

Ed Butts

Gabriele Goldstone

ant to go to the boring ceremony,
omics store is hosting the biggest
that has ever come to town. But the
n an old veteran gives him a “special”
him to the mud-filled trenches of
arrow escape he finds himself on a
val vessel and then joining the crew
ber. Will Teddy ever get home?

When 12-year-old Teddy makes a plan to sneak
away from the Remembrance Day ceremony,
little does he know where his scheme will take
him!

The story of Katya’s epic winter journey and
her eventual imprisonment by the Red Army.

imaginative, exciting,
us work of fiction.”

OLOMBO, Author and Anthologist

ED BUTTS

th adult and young readers, include
minated for the Arthur Ellis Award, the
Hackmatack Award. His book Wartime:
nadian Town won the Ontario Historical
This Game of War was inspired by Butts’
hind the names on the cenotaph in his
wn of Guelph, Ontario.

CROW
Stone

“This is an imaginative, exciting, yet serious work of fiction.”
ED BUTTS

$14.95

—JOHN ROBERT COLOMBO,
Author and Anthologist

“Packed with vivid detail, Crow Stone gives an
unflinching view into the horrors and unbearable
loss of the Second World War and its aftermath.”
—BARBARA NICKEL, BC & Yukon
Book Prize award winner

GABRIELE GOLDSTONE

978-1-55380-683-7 | PRINT
978-1-55380-684-4 | EBOOK
170 pp | $15.95

978-1-55380-665-3 | PRINT
978-1-55380-666-0 | EBOOK
288 pp | $18.95

OUR VITAL POETRY
RunawayDreams-Cov-IslandBlue-Mar2014_Layout 1 14-03-06 10:56 AM Page 1

cycles of loss and discovery with

ion that relies on the sonic and

anguage. His poetry surprises

uch as it illuminates.

Nardo’s sixth collection comes
which bursts its borders in the

between mysticism and lyricism.

derfully variegated collection,

“He gives us a recipe for living and for life in this
extraordinary collection that only through going
back to the earth, defies ends.”

g and mysterious connections

sonal experiences while

sing universal truths.”

CE HUTCHMAN, AUTHOR OF

RS’ WORDS: CONVERSATIONS

TEN CANADIAN POETS

H

aving developed an
impressive reputation
for his many novels and nonfiction
works, Richard Wagamese now reveals
another strength with this debut collection.
These are stunning poems ranging over a broad
landscape. Wagamese begins with an immersion in
the unforgettable world where “the ancient ones stand at
your shoulder . . . making you a circle / containing everything.”
These are Medicine teachings told from the experience of one
who lived and still lives them. He also describes his life on the
road when he repeatedly ran away at an early age, and the
beatings he received when the authorities tried “to beat the
Indian right out of me.” Yet even in the most desperate situations,
Wagamese shows us Canada as seen through the eyes and soul
of a well-worn traveller, with his love of country, his love of people.
Through it all, there are poems of love and music, the language
sensuous and tender.

Antony Di Nardo

forget
.sadness.
grass

ideogram for daylily, that tawny

is book, finds its way into poetry

—CAROLYNE VAN DER MEER, author

nto several languages and

dian and international journals

een Quebec and Ontario.

POETRY / $17.95

— ROBERT HILLES, GOVERNOR GENERAL WINNER
FOR CANTOS FROM A SMALL ROOM

“These poems are the real thing, like the scent of horses
and fresh cut alfalfa on the wind. They are fearless and humble.
Gently, forcefully, they will influence your life.”
— SUSAN MUSGRAVE, WINNER OF THE
PEOPLE’S POETRY CHOICE AWARD

ANTONY DI NARDO
COVER DESIGN:

Richard Wagamese

ANTONY DI NARDO

ogies. Di Nardo divides his

Richard Wagamese

Recently reprinted!

“In Runaway Dreams, Richard Wagamese astounds us with his
poetic breadth and spiritual alertness. He is equally comfortable
and impressive writing about nature, love, jazz, spirituality,
or the brutality of residential schools.”

i Nardo’s work has been

Runaway Dreams

Runaway Dreams

Forget-Sadness-Grass

forget . sadness . grass

Nardo delves into mortality,

WINNER
George Ryga Award
for Social Awareness
in Literature

“Astounds with his poetic breadth and spiritual alertness.”

Runaway
Dreams

—ROBERT HILLES, Governor General’s Award Winner

“Runaway Dreams is a magnificent story spoken
in poetry.”
—MEDIA INDIGENA

POEMS BY

Julie Cochrane

Richard Wagamese

RONSDALE PRESS
COVER DESIGN:

www.ronsdalepress.com

Julie Cochrane

$15.95

978-1-55380-668-4 | PRINT
978-1-55380-669-1 | EBOOK
82 pp | $17.95

978-1-55380-129-0 | PRINT
978-1-55380-135-1 | EBOOK
138 pp | $15.95

OUR BESTSELLING ESSENTIAL
HISTORY
OUR BESTSELLING
ESSENTIAL HISTORY
The year 1983 began like any other year in Canada’s West Coast
province. Then everything suddenly changed. The newly elected
provincial government announced an avalanche of far-right
legislation that shocked the country. A resistance movement called
Solidarity quickly formed across British Columbia, uniting social
activists and trade unionists and people who had never protested
before. The movement rocked social foundations, resulting in massive
street protests, occupations, and plans for an all-out general strike.
Filled with revealing interviews and lively, insightful prose, Solidarity
goes behind the scenes of one of the great social uprisings in North
American history. In recreating this one singularly dramatic event,
Solidarity chronicles the history of 20th century British Columbia,
exploring its great divides and unions, cultures and subcultures,
and conflicts that continue into the 21st century.

Holocaust Literature of B.C.
Alan Twigg

SOLIDARITY

Out of Hiding

SOLIDARITY
Canada’s Unknown Revolution of 1983

HISTORY / $24.95

RONSDALE PRESS

www.ronsdalepress.com

978-1-55380-662-2 | PRINT
350 pp | $24.95

COVER DESIGN:

DAVID SPANER

—TZEPORAH BERMAN, activist and author

Canada’s Unknown
Revolution of 1983

Spaner goes behind the scenes of one of the
greatest social uprisings in North American history.

—TOM WAYMAN, author of The Face of Jack Munro

“The Holocaust must not to be forgotten, under-estimated or
disregarded. This book represents the best way forward in the
—Dr. Robert Krell
21st century.”

“His book rescues an important moment in B.C. history
from mainstream amnesia. Highly recommended.”

DAVID SPANER

Julie Cochrane

978-1-55380-638-7 | PRINT
270 pp | $24.95

An afterword by Rabbi Yosef Wosk “rounds out the collection
with his thought-provoking reflections on hiding.”
Solidarity-FinalCover.indd 1

—Vancouver Sun

2021-11-22 2:56 PM

“This is an essential volume for B.C. bookshelves.”
—BC History Magazine

—Jewish Independent

The Historic Times
of a Vancouver
Community

In 1970, Nancy Dyson and Dan Rubenstein
were hired as childcare workers at St. Michael’s
Residential School in Alert Bay, B.C. During
their four months at the school, they were
shocked by what they witnessed. In 2015,
when the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
Reports were released, memories of their
time at St. Michael’s resurfaced and they made
a commitment to tell their story.

The Historic Times of
a Vancouver Community

St. Michael’s Residential School: Lament & Legacy
is a moving narrative, a rare recollection by
former staff. Nancy and Dan’s story will help
to ensure that the injustices of residential
schools are neither forgotten nor denied.

Lisa Anne Smith

This book is a must-read for all Canadians. It is honest,
fair and compelling. It is a story that screams out for
human decency, justice and equality. It also calls for
Reconciliation and a new way forward.
—CHIEF DR. ROBERT JOSEPH,
AMBASSADOR FOR RECONCILIATION CANADA

“A lively and thought-provoking story of past and
—The British Columbia Review
present.”

RONSDALE PRESS

$24.95

www.ronsdalepress.com

2022-02-07 8:26 AM

978-1-55380-641-7 | PRINT
312 pp | $24.95

St Michaels-Final Cover.indd 1

HISTORY / $21.95

COVER DESIGN:

NANCY DYSON & DAN RUBENSTEIN

When Hastings Mill was sentenced to
demolition, a group of determined women
refused to let that happen.
LISA ANNE SMITH

Julie Cochrane

Hastings Mill

ST. MICHAEL’S RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL

HASTINGS
MILL

LISA ANNE SMITH

KIN, civic historian

The Historic Times of a Vancouver Community

impeccable research skills and
n important aspect of local history
nalities and foibles of those involved
ness along with glimpses into the
population. Much appreciated
count of Kumkumlye.”

HASTINGS MILL

tamp began construction of a
rrard Inlet, he likely never realized
king. The fledgling mill was
munity, inhabited by an eclectic mix
ly diverse backgrounds. Life centered
, where one came to obtain groceries,
f human interaction around an oil
y unfolded at Hastings Mill. Here
of the Great Vancouver Fire of 1886.
ality was shipped to markets near and
ed in fine style on a sawdust sports
ties engaged in mill employment and
ltilingual trade language, was widely
phics ultimately spelled the death
in 1930, an unlikely group of
lenge of saving the Hastings Mill
g building.

NOMINATED
George Ryga Award
for Social Awareness
in Literature

David Spaner

“David Spaner’s book ought to be required reading. This is history
that pulses with vibrant life. Spaner fearlessly explores the fractures
and factions within every group in the Solidarity opposition, and how
despite these differences between people, the movement came very close
to opening a social space to construct a more humane society.”

“A celebration of 85 authors/survivors who have written about
—Vancouver Sun
their harrowing and inspiring stories.”
“There is so much to learn from this gripping dive into the people
and politics of this important moment in B.C.’s history. Solidarity
is filled with stories and characters that feel like a portal into a
moment that birthed a generation of progressives.”

Solidarity

St. Michael’s
Residential School

ST. MICHAEL’S
RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL
LAMENT & LEGACY

Lament & Legacy
Nancy Dyson & Dan Rubenstein
A moving narrative by two caregivers who witnessed
the brutal treatment of Indigenous children in a
residential school.

NANCY DYSON
& DAN RUBENSTEIN

Julie Cochrane

978-1-55380-623-3 | PRINT
240 pp | $21.95

2021-04-25 2:41 PM

Ronsdale Press
www.ronsdalepress.com

“This book is a must-read for all Canadians. It is a story
that screams out for human decency, justice and equality.”
—Chief Dr. Robert Joseph, ambassador for
Reconciliation Canada and a survivor of St. Michael’s

your favourite bookstore or order from PGC/Raincoast
Available at yourAvailable
favourite from
bookstore
Visit
our website:ronsdalepress
www.ronsdalepress.com
ronsdalepress
or order from PGC/Raincoast
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REVIEW

t

Cambium Blue
by Maureen Brownlee
(Harbour Publishing $22.95)

S

DARK
OUT OF THE BLUE &
INTO
THE

A novel set in a fictional small town
on the verge of an economic downturn
portrays both the meanness and
magnificence of BC’s “Interior.”

the town stronger or of less value to
those who live there? Is the developer
a parasite?
Stevie knows none of this as she
becomes the family breadwinner and
starts waitressing at the local café. For
self-improvement, she enrolls in an evening computer keyboarding class. The
instructor has the class type résumés.
Stevie is reluctant, having little life experience. In the education section, she
types: “Grade 10, Deighton Secondary,
1987.” The instructor probes: “No first
aid? Or maybe a Superhost course?”
Stevie whispers, “No.” The experience
section is worse: babysitting when
Stevie was thirteen and a few odd jobs
helping the cook at different camps
where her first husband worked.
Still, Stevie uses this résumé to apply for, and get, an entry-level job at the
local town newspaper run by Maggie
Evans, a second major character in
Brownlee’s novel. Not able to sell the
business after her husband, Hank, died

of lung cancer, Maggie is barely able to
pay the bills. “Two mortgages on the
house, an operating line at its max, and
too many credit cards had been Hank
Evans’s idea of financial equilibrium,”
writes Brownlee.
Unlike most in Beauty Creek, Maggie had spent the last two years of high
school in Vancouver, where she intended to stay. After graduation, she got a
job in the accounting department of the
Vancouver Sun and met Hank, who was
a junior reporter. They fell in love, got
married. In 1965, when she brings him
to Beauty Creek to meet her parents,
Hank falls in love with the town when
he sees one of its magnificent peaks.
“‘Look!’ he exclaimed. ‘Look at that!’
A ‘Creekster’ from birth, Maggie had
been taking Wolverine Mountain for
granted for a long time. Yes, she agreed,
it was a postcard view. Yes, the air was
marvellous. Yes, the creek did make a
lovely sound.”
Hank learns the town paper, Beauty

Creek Chronicle, is up for sale and
buys it without consulting Maggie—
and bang, she’s right back where she
grew up.
A third major character in Cambium
Blue is Nash Malone, an eccentric old
widower and junk collector who lived
through the Great Depression either
jobless and half-starving or working
in relief camps near Vancouver for
20 cents a day. Surprisingly, he also
fought in the Spanish Civil War — although unbeknownst to Beauty Creek
folks, not for political reasons, rather
because he was at a dead end with no
job prospects. But the townspeople
suspect him of being a “Commie,” a
term most don’t fully understand,
only believing that Nash is some kind
of nut to be avoided. In fact, he is a
writer and poet (mostly unpublished
except for poems Maggie prints in the
Chronicle), and he suffers from PTSD
after witnessing the bloody mayhem of
war in Spain, which Brownlee covers in
flashbacks and Nash’s poetry.
It’s Nash who saves young Stevie
from an assault in her front yard when
she’s followed home one night from a
Legion social event. The abuser is not
taking no for an answer. Suddenly a
voice comes out of the dark: “Sounds
like the lady wants you to go,” says
Nash, holding a gun. The abuser tries
to get Nash to leave, but he stands
firm. It’s the abuser who backs down,
although not before shouting an obscenity at Stevie.

O

maureen brownlee knows of what she

writes, having grown up in the Robson Valley and attended a school in
McBride. She lived in Arrow Lakes and
Prince George before moving to Valemount, where she founded and operated The Valley Sentinel from 1985 to
1994. Although some of Beauty Creek’s
characters may seem like representations of real people, “I assure you they
are not,” Brownlee firmly states in her
Acknowledgements. She has, she says
“concocted a tale.”
Yet through the tribulations and resilience of Stevie,
Maggie and Nash, against a
large supporting cast of other
small-towners, Brownlee has
effectively portrayed the very
real dynamics of an interior
BC town on the verge of big
9781550179309
change.
Beverly Cramp, the publisher
of BC BookWorld, grew up in
Valemount enjoying views of
Canoe Mountain and playing
on the shores of the glacierfed Swift Creek. Many of her
neighbours worked at the
now-defunct Canyon Creek
Sawmill

t

tevie Jeffers is the
soon-to-be single
mother of two
girls, the oldest born when
Stevie was just
sixteen. She has
kicked out her second not-quite-husband, Kurt Talbot, a
logger who works in remote camps. He
wants to uproot the family from their
small-town home in Beauty Creek and
move them closer to his current camp
farther north. Stevie wants to stay put
and provide her children with some
stability.
Kurt’s not the biological father of
Stevie’s kids anyway. That guy died in
a driving accident down an old logging
road, and the kids were too young to
remember him.
Thus begins Maureen Brownlee’s
second novel, Cambium Blue, eight
years after her debut, Loggers’ Daughters (Oolichan, 2014), marked her as
a chronicler of the vast part of British Columbia known simply as “The
Interior.” This large geographical area
is home to many boom-and-bust resource towns, once the bedrock of BC’s
economy. It’s also where substance
abuse, family abuse and just about
every other kind of abuse is statistically
higher than in the province’s southern
urban areas. These communities tend
to be patriarchal —where women are
disadvantaged, men work in dangerous
blue-collar jobs, violence is never far
away and the livin’ is tough despite the
natural beauty.
The story is set in 1995 just as
the bark beetle epidemic is getting
started, threatening millions of acres
of pine forest that supply BC sawmills
and most of the good-paying jobs.
The book title refers to the inner bark
of pine trees, which is what the pine
beetles eat. If an infected tree
is harvested before it dies,
the wood is stained blue by
a fungus that the beetles
carry. Although structurally
sound, the blue-stained lumber makes it less valuable.
Partly due to the pine beetle
problem and partly to politics,
the local sawmill in Beauty
Creek is closed, putting many
townspeople out of work.
Now, a Vancouver developer
is promising to build a major
resort that will attract tourists
and bring new jobs. Meanwhile, the developer is quietly
consulting with the town’s
mayor about a big residential
development in Beauty Creek
that will fill his pockets if it’s
built. It will also raise tax rates
for the existing residents and
cost the town dearly for new
municipal services. The stain
of cambium blue is a good
metaphor for these developments: will the resort make

laura kiel photo

BY BEVERLY CRAMP

Maureen Brownlee
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A battalion of Canadians
who fought in the Spanish
Civil War (1936-1939). By
1937, over 1,200 Canadians
took part, including
Maureen Brownlee’s
fictional character,
Noah Malone.

Fabulous Reads for Fall Days

Fortune Knox Once

Bloom Where You Are Planted

More Musings from the Edge
Jack Knox

Cooking Tips for
Desperate Fishwives

In Our Youth

An Island Memoir
Margot Fedoruk

The Lives, Adventures, and
Sacrifices of Early Canadian Flyers
Angus Scully

$22 .9 5 pb | $ 1 1.9 9 ebo o k

A collection of interviews and
photography that celebrates fifty
talented, creative, diverse people
passionate about community.

A fascinating, photo-rich exploration
of early aviation in Canada. Meet the
civilian and military pilots who risked
their lives during WWI and beyond.

Heritage House

In part a love story, a survival story, and
a meditation on family dysfunction, this
is an offbeat memoir of a young wife and
mother on Gabriola Island.

$39.9 5 h c | $1 9.9 9 e b o o k

$2 2 .9 5 p b | $1 1.9 9 e b o o k

$ 2 9.95 p b | $ 1 3 .99 e b ook

Beloved humourist Jack Knox returns
with the laugh we all need right now
in his fourth collection of comedic and
witty observations on Island living.

50 Conversations with
Inspiring British Columbians
Beka Shane Denter

Heritage House

A Season on
Vancouver Island

The Geography of Memory

Bill Arnott
A beautiful collection of colourful images
and short essays highlighting the eclectic
and quirky nature of Vancouver Island.
$20.0 0 pb | $ 9.9 9 ebo o k

Rocky Mountain Books

Heritage House

Heritage House

When Trains Ruled the
Kootenays

When Trains Ruled the Rockies

Reclaiming the Cultural, Natural
and Spiritual History of the
Snayackstx (Sinixt) First People
Eileen Delehanty Pearkes

A Short History of Railways
in Southeastern British Columbia
Terry Gainer

An investigation into the displacement
of the Snayackstx (Sinixt) First
People of the West Kootenays.

A popular history of late 19th and early
20th century railways as they blasted
their way into southeastern BC.

$30 p b | $1 4.9 9 e b o o k

$2 5 p b | $1 2 .9 9 e b o o k

Rocky Mountain Books

My Life at the Banff Railway Station
Terry Gainer
An illustrated, personal history of
the Banff train station in the heart
of the Canadian Rockies from
1948 through 1962.
$ 2 2 p b | $ 1 0.99 e b ook

Rocky Mountain Books

Rocky Mountain Books

Vancouver’s Most Haunted

Citizens of Light

Dancing in Small Spaces

Supernatural Encounters in
BC’s Terminal City
Ian Gibbs

A Novel
Sam Shelstad

One Couple’s Journey with Parkinson’s
Disease and Lewy Body Dementia
Leslie A. Davidson

E. J. Hughes: Canadian
War Artist
Robert Amos

A new collection of Vancouver-based
ghost stories, from Gastown to Grouse
Mountain, West Van to New West.

Darkly comic and compelling, this debut
novel follows a call centre warrior
on a mission to solve the mystery
of her husband’s death.

An unstintingly honest and surprisingly
humorous memoir that charts a
couple’s parallel diagnosis.

This new volume in an award-winning
series showcases the artwork created
by E. J. Hughes during his war service in
Ottawa, England, Wales, and Alaska.

$2 0 p b | $ 1 2 .9 9 ebo o k

$2 2 p b | $1 2 .9 9 e b o o k

$2 2 p b | $1 2 .9 9 e b o o k

TouchWood Editions

Brindle & Glass

$ 3 5 hc | $ 1 7.99 e b ook

Brindle & Glass

TouchWood Editions
Shop Local

All books are available for order through Heritage Group Distribution
1.800.665.3302 | orders@hgdistribution.com
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A new fantasy series follows
children with “ordinary” talents,
groomed to use their forces for good.

Power
Darkness

But who actually wrote this book?

in
the

Ordinary Monsters
by J. M. Miro (McClelland & Stewart $39.95)

she’d have more luck with publishers if she presented
her work as if it were written by a man. More contemporarily, we find Daniel Handler writing as Lemony
Snicket, Joanne (J.K.) Rowling publishing crime fiction—more adult fare than Harry Potter—as Robert
Galbraith, and Stephen King publishing
under the name Richard Bachman. So,
why take the name J.M. Miro?
An obvious (though still inconclusive) reason could be an
admiration of the Spanish artist
Joan Miró. While known for
the rich textures and colourful
beauty of his works,
Miró took artistic
risks that at times
led to him being subjected
to ridicule. So
perhaps this

BY HEIDI GRECO

david lester illustration

wendy atkinson photo

W

hen an established author decides to publish work under
a pseudonym, I ask myself
what the reasons might
be. In the case of Ordinary Monsters, it certainly can’t be that they’re
seeking to hide themselves
from reaction to the book, as
the book is not only amazing,
but is projected as the first part of a series called
The Talents.
The word Talents in that title refers to a group
of children with extraordinary powers, and we meet
a number of them in this first volume of the series.
Their talents are not the singing-and-dancing variety that usually comes to mind. These talents are
almost otherworldly, ranging from invisibility to the
ability to manipulate dust. One of these children is
a haelan: one with the power to heal any harm that
comes to his body. Yet another, when stressed or in
need, physically exhibits a kind of glowing light that
in itself emits a power of sorts.
Ordinary Monsters is set in the Victorian era, the
last quarter of the 1800s, and the first part of the book
recounts how the children are gathered from various countries around the world. The plan is to take
the children to a mysterious institution in Scotland,
where they will learn to hone their particular talents
to put toward the best use: taking on enormous forces
in a battle among the dead, the half-dead, and the
living—an ultimate conflict between good an evil.
Creepy sounding? You bet. Gory as well: “…she
slashed and stabbed and slashed again, cutting
the flesh to ribbons, a great hot wetness
drenching her wrists and arms.” Yet
this novel is also amazingly beautiful, especially in the way the story is
told: revealing itself layer by tantalizing layer as the
action becomes more complex and dangerous as the
powers of darkness rise.
The language is remarkable in the ways it pulls
readers back in time to the 19th century, with its
descriptions of flickering lantern light or damp atmospheres; it’s often deliciously arcane, as in its use
of words such as litch, taken from an ancient word
for corpse. References to literary influences abound,
as we find (and also hear) hints of Dickens, not only
with the dimly-lit, often dismal settings; there’s even a
character named Jacob Marber (rather than Marley).
While the Golden Compass books by Philip Pullman
have their nasty Mrs. Coulter, here we find a counterpart in the similarly named Mr. Coulton; and even
though its use is much different here, swirling dust
offers further echoes of the English author.
But back to my question about the reason for a
pseudonym. Eric Blair did it, publishing nearly all
of his work under the name we know so well, George
Orwell, as did Samuel Clemens, who we’ve come
to know as Mark Twain. And of course, there was
George Eliot, one of many women who determined

is the author’s way of saying that
this book presents his taking a
different kind of risk than in his
previous work. And seeing as Miró
suffered periods of debilitating depression, “J.M. Miro” could be a
reference by the author behind the
pen name—Victoria’s own Steven
Price—to the kinds of issues that
tend to plague creative souls. Price’s
previous work, especially his book
Lampedusa, considers love and art and
the impermanence of our lives—the latter
being a depressing topic to many.
The complexities in Price’s work have
been evident all the way back to his first
book, Anatomy of Keys. Based on the life
of Harry Houdini, the poetry collection is
arranged much like a tarot deck, with
four sections of thirteen poems as well
as a distinct section, “The Circus at
the End of the World,” which could
almost serve as precursor to some of
the scenes in Ordinary Monsters. The structure in his first collection is subtle, but once
spotted, hard to ignore, and aptly suited to a
pseudo-biography of the famed magician.
As for where the next book in this series
might go, it’s not easy to say, though there
are a few small hints to be found, including
the likely return of one of the main protagonists. I suspect the timeline will likely move
ahead some, with perhaps a new generation
of Talents. But I can only speculate, based
on my reading (which chomped up nearly an
entire packet of yellow sticky notes). There’s
so much in these pages—clearly too much
to share.
Apparently when Daniel Handler gives
a bookstore reading on behalf of his alter
ego, Lemony Snicket, he explains Snicket’s
absence as being due to some mysterious
circumstance—a reason so wonderfully
appropriate for the author of those 13
books, all about dreadful misfortunes and
happenstance. As for Stephen King, when
he chose to retire Richard Bachman, he
offered “cancer of the pseudonym” as a
flippant excuse for Bachman’s demise.
I’m hoping Steven Price will own up on
the ruse as well, as I’m counting on
seeing him at the Vancouver Writers
Fest and don’t want him to show up
in some ZZ Top–style disguise like
Joaquin Phoenix on Late Night with
David Letterman because Ordinary
Monsters is a work to be proud of—
anything but ordinary. 9780771000027
Heidi Greco’s writing appears in
a number of recent anthologies,
including “Worth More Standing”
— a book of tree-themed poetry
from Caitlin. www.heidigreco.ca
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HEALTH
Wired for Music:
A Search for Health and Joy Through
the Science of Sound by Adriana Barton
(Greystone Books $32.95)

BY ALEXANDER VARTY

W

ho doesn’t love the
cello? With its humanoid curves,
graceful neck,
sonorous voice
and burnished
woods, it is perhaps the most beautiful of instruments. And in recent
years it’s gone far beyond its traditional
role as anchor of string quartets and
thickener of orchestral textures: witness French musician Vincent Segal’s
gorgeous collaborations with Malian
kora master Ballaké Sissoko, cellist
and performance artist Gabriel Dharmoo’s ventures into Carnatic ragas,
and the Finnish cello quartet Apocalyptica’s wildly successful treatments
of songs from the heavy-metal canon.
There may be nothing the cello
can’t do.
But for first-time author and longtime journalist Adriana Barton, the
cello was nothing less than an instrument of torture. Having fallen into classical music almost by accident—Barton
claims that when her five-year-old self
was asked if she wanted to play the
cello, she heard “Jell-o.” Barton spent
17 years mastering the instrument,
but she ultimately fell devastatingly
out of love with it. For her, the cello
was an arduous mountain to climb, an
endurance race to be run, or an irritating partner to quarrel with. Battling
repetitive-strain injuries, crippling selfdoubt, and her own innate perfectionism, she became accomplished enough
to gain admission to first-rate music
schools, win significant competitions,
and even garner an audience with her
instrument’s reigning master, Yo-Yo
Ma. In her early 20s, however, she
put her cello in its case, tucked it into
a corner and rarely looked at it again.
“My early training had taught me
that nothing short of flawless could
ever be good enough,”
she explains. And
“flawless,” to her selfcritical ear, was out of
reach.
Abandoning the cello
was a kind of bereavement, compounded by
the death—in the 1985
Air India bombing—
of her favourite fellow
music student, violinist
Aruna Anantaraman.
Without Anantaraman’s inspiration, and
without the discipline
of regular practice sessions, Barton was left with a gnawing
sense of emptiness, a void that neither
professional success as a Globe and
Mail health reporter nor marriage and
motherhood could entirely fill.
Wired for Music recounts the
former cellist’s attempts to reconnect
with music however she could; but in
addition to being a memoir it’s a comprehensive survey of current research
into music’s role in promoting psychic
and physical health. This bifurcated
narrative is both the book’s strength
and its weakness: Barton skims over
the science at a breakneck pace, and
the way that her search for musi-

REVIEW
Adriana Barton’s Wired for Music
dissects her slow and often painful
climb from low self-esteem and
dysfunctional relationships to a
positive embrace of music.
cal connection takes her around the
globe can also seem more like an allinclusive Thomas Cook’s tour than a
particularly profound examination of
how sound can be a source of solace
and connection.
Nonetheless, a lot of value can be
extracted from these pages.
On the science side, Barton introduces us to a who’s who of researchers
into culture and cognition, from musician and biologist David Rothenberg
to neurologist Oliver Sacks to anthropologist Wade Davis. Too often,
though, their theories are reduced to a
pithy quote, and then it’s on to the next
topic and the next thinker, with little
deeper exploration. Perhaps Barton’s
aim, though, is simply to introduce us
to their concepts, and if so, she succeeds. Personally, I’m looking forward
to looking into Pat Moffitt Cook and
Julian Burger’s research into Indigenous shamanic music; John Stuart
Reid’s study of cymatics, or the visual
patterns made by sound; and John
Golding Myers’ 1929 tome Insect Singers: A Natural History of the Cicadas,
none of which I might have discovered
without the author’s help.
As a health reporter, Barton
is also gratifyingly skeptical about the quasiscientific woo-woo
that surrounds

Adriana Barton (left) and
at right, age 5, playing cello
(the latter an artsy photo
taken by Barton’s mother).

the wilder claims about music’s efficacy as medicine. She rightly debunks
“Tibetan singing bowls” as neither capable of curing cancer nor particularly
Tibetan, sticking primarily to the thesis
that music promotes human connection and human connection is itself
capable of improving bodily function
while aiding mental health.
Her own slow recovery from depression and alienation is at the core of
Wired for Music’s more memoir-like aspects. In that regard, the book
is a slow and often painful climb from low selfesteem and dysfunctional relationships
to a kind of self-actualization through
sound, with stops
in a Zimbabwean
agrarian co-op,
where she meets
an mbira-playing
healer and wit-

nesses a ritual of ancestral possession;
a rustic retreat where she samples
ayahuasca and has a kind of fractal vision of sound; and a Vancouver-based
samba band where she is finally able to
safely find self-expression within both
her community of performers and the
larger world of parents and teachers
and neighbourhoods.
Barton’s emphasis on rhythm and
singing as the core of both music and
community engagement is perhaps the
biggest takeaway here. Anyone with
a pulse can keep a beat, she argues,
and anyone who can keep a beat can
be a musician. And by positing that
singing is as simple and necessary as
breathing, she does a great service for
those whose relationship with music
has been warped by the Western conservatory tradition, with its emphasis
on technical excellence over enjoyment
and expression. Their number is legion,
and they’ll be consoled and inspired by
9781771645546
this text.
Alexander Varty is a writer and musician living on unceded Snuneymuxw territory.
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New books from
BC and around
the world

Find in the BC Ferries
Gift Shop or Your
Local Bookstore or at
greystonebooks.com

children’s books

Buffy Sainte-Marie & Julie Flett
A love letter to Indigenous
community, seasons, and the land.

Kallie George & Carmen Mok
A joyful and soothing book
about ocean sounds.

Julia Kuo
A stunning and science-based
exploration of bioluminescence.

978-1-77164-807-3

978-1-77164-739-7

978-1-77164-888-2

Rachel Poliquin & Clayton Hanmer
A wacky tour of our “leftover” body
parts introduces kids to the bizarre
and fascinating science of evolution.
978-1-77164-745-8

adult nonfiction

Amanda Siebert
Seven
Cutting-Edge
Psychedelics
Changing the
World

Adriana Barton
A Search for
Health and Joy
Through the
Science of Sound

David Suzuki
25th Anniversary
Edition
With a Foreword
by Robin Wall
Kimmerer

Geoffroy
Delorme
Seven Years of
Living in the Wild

978-1-77164-879-0

978-1-77164-554-6

978-1-77164-986-5

978-1-77164-979-7
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29th GEORGE WOODCOCK
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
for an outstanding literary
AWARD career in British Columbia.

Tom Wayman, Woodcock ceremony,
Vancouver Public Library, 2022.

TOM WAYMAN
Tom Wayman (born August 13, 1945)—a poet,
essayist and novelist—helped bring into being a
new movement of “work poetry” in North America and was a co-founder of the Vancouver Industrial Writers’ Union, a work-writing circle that
staged readings in the 1980s. He has written
over twenty books of poetry, collaborated on six
anthologies, and published four books of fiction

and three books of essays. He has been honoured with the Canadian Authors Association
medal for poetry, the A.J.M. Smith Prize for
distinguished achievement in Canadian poetry,
the Acorn-Plantos Award for Peoples Poetry,
and first prize in the USA Bicentennial Poetry
Awards competition, and he was shortlisted for
a Governor General’s Literary Award for poetry.

Since 1995, BC BookWorld and the Vancouver Public Library have
co-sponsored the Woodcock Award and the Writers Walk at 350 W. Georgia St.
in Vancouver. This $5000 award is also sponsored by Dr. Yosef Wosk,
The Writers Trust of Canada, and Pacific BookWorld News Society.

PB
NS
PacificBookWorld
NewsSociety
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MEMOIR REVIEW

UNTIMELY
DEATH

When a sister dies before their mother,
Rita Moir struggles to re-find joy and
“recompose the harmony of our days.”
but not especially remarkable, except
in the way that all families are worlds
unto themselves—their idiosyncrasies
entangled in the conjoined twins of
story and memory, shored up by love,
duty and camaraderie. Or not. Families
locan Valley author
can be complex, though Moir’s portrait
Rita Moir found the
is largely positive. She has no scores
impetus for her latto settle, nor dirty laundry to air. She
est memoir, Not of
admires her sister for her strength,
Reason: A Recipe for
her leadership, her ability to organize.
Outrunning Sadness,
We often avoid uncomfortable disin the deaths of her beloved older siscussions about death and many among
ter, Judy, and their Irish-born mother,
us are ill-prepared for our parents’ final
Erin. Moir reflects on love, loss and
decline, typically a mid-life rite of pasfamily with more openness than you
sage. The transition can be profound,
might expect from your closest friends.
not only stirring up the past but also
The book is set partly in St. Paul,
reminding us in sobering ways about
Minnesota, where Judy dies first at 66,
our own mortality. While the death of
and then, six years later, Erin at 98,
a parent can offer the consolation of a
both from heart disease. Moir details
life, if not impeccably well-lived, at least
days filled with the emotional labour of
long, a particularly painful grief often
care-giving—sleepless nights, cycles of
arises when a child
hope and despair, urdies first. This affront
gent family enclaves
to our sense of genand, eventually, the
erational order is an
making of funeral arunderlying premise of
rangements and the
this book, although,
dismantling of homes.
as Moir points out,
Her writing is most
such premature passsure-footed, rich in
ings are not as rare
detail and oozing love
as we would like to
of place, when she
think. Many people,
is back home in the
Rita Moir with her “new found joy”
myself included, have
Slocan. But she is
an adopted puppy.
sat with their parents
also coming to terms
as a sibling dies, and then, years later,
with the loss of her sister. “Each night,
watched their parents succumb.
unless I am so exhausted from physical
Canada’s cultural mores make
work that I fall straight to sleep, I relive
grief a largely private affair. People are
her death, her last minutes struggling
expected to adjust and move on. It’s
and letting go,” she writes. “And with
almost unseemly to feel deeply and
it, I rip up my insides …”
mourn at length. Eight months after
Moir won both the BC Book Prize
Judy’s death, Moir wants to be happy
and the VanCity Book Prize for her
and light footed, to outrun sadness.
1999 memoir, Buffalo Jump: A Wom“I want to be magnificent, competent,
an’s Travels (Coteau), about her crossethereal. I want to rise above it all, but
country journey of rediscovery. She has
instead, I stumble.”
worked as a journalist, stringing for
Her mother offers common-sense
both the CBC and The Globe and Mail,
wisdom: “The bad days come at you
and has a reporter’s ability to zoom in
unbidden and can take you over, but
on the telling details of poignant moyou have to choose joy and laughter.
ments. Several times, I found myself
You simply have to opt for joy.”
weeping.
Eventually, Moir outruns her grief.
Given the book’s subtitle, I had
Her recipe is to give herself space for
hoped for helpful strategies for moving
sadness, but also to plunge into life.
through grief. Instead, I found myself
She cooks, spends time with friends
wondering whether sadness might be
and adopts a puppy, a golden retriever
contagious and, if not literally spread
that she takes to agility training, while
from writer to reader, at least rekinalso finding solace in yoga classes and
dled, the way the chicken pox virus can
solitary walks in nature.
linger latent in our bodies until stress
Not of Reason left me feeling fragile.
triggers it as shingles decades later.
Your experiences likely are different
Moir sets out her path in the book’s
than mine, as are your emotions and
prologue, saying she wants not only
personality. Perhaps immersing yourto tell the stories of her family, but to
self in this difficult trajectory will trig“recompose the harmony of our days.”
ger challenging emotions. Or, perhaps,
She adds: “This story is my attempt at
you will find a soothing salve in the
restoration.”
9781773860633
kinship of story.
But knowing how the narrative
would unfold left me restless as Moir
Victoria-based Portia Priegert is the
paged forward, setting the stage and
editor for Galleries West and a former
getting readers up to speed on the
reporter for the Canadian Press.
history of a family hardy and resilient,
Not of Reason:
A Recipe for Outrunning Sadness
by Rita Moir (Caitlin Press $22.95)

BY PORTIA PRIEGERT

S

Build Your Family Tree
by Lynne Butler, Lawyer

• Complete your ancestral
story with historical will and
probate records
• Will or probate records are
incredibly underused and
can offer a much more robust image of lives lived and
legacies left
• Uncover some surprises or a
treasure trove of information
• Take your geneaology
research to the next level!
$49.95 | Paperback + Download Kit | 240 pages

The Canadian Business Owner’s
Guide to Reconciliation
by Alison Tedford

• Learn to work with government, business, and nonprofits on Indigenous issues
including reconciliation
• Reverse some of the unfair
and unsustainable practices
to create a better, more
inclusive climate
• Create opportunities to
include Indigenous voices in
business, education around
Indigenous history, and best
practices for businesses
$26.95 | Paperback + Download Kit | 128 pages

Mental Health in the Workplace
by Priscilla Omulo

• Business owners, managers,
and the self-employed, take
heed - today’s workforce
cannot help but be impacted by mental health issues
going forward
• This steadily growing number of people need support,
and without it, their health
and your business will suffer
• Drop the shame and stigma,
instead get ahead of it and
offer support and resources
for your employees
$29.95 | Paperback + Download Kit | 160 pages
We’re the premier source for D-I-Y
law books and books for small
business, and we’re proud to have been
the pioneer publisher of self-help law
titles in North America when we
launched our first Divorce Guide in
1971.

www.self-counsel.com
1-800-663-3007
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WAR

REVIEW

Muggins: The Life and Afterlife
of a Canadian Canine War Hero
by Grant Hayter-Menzies
(Heritage House $22.95)

BY GRAHAM CHANDLER

I

t was the afternoon of Remembrance Day,
2015, and Grant
Hayter-Menzies
was busy signing
copies of his latest
book, From Stray
Dog to World War I Hero: The Paris
Terrier Who Joined the First Division
(Potomac Books) at Tanner’s Books
in Sidney. The book was a biography
of a heroic stray dog who had become
mascot to the American First Division
in WWI. Retired University of Toronto
professor Dr. Sylvia Van Kirk walked
up to him and asked, “Have you ever
heard of Muggins?”
He hadn’t. The professor briefly explained that Muggins was a purebred
Spitz dog who lived in Victoria and had
raised thousands of dollars (equivalent
to a quarter-million dollars today) for
wartime charities, most notably the
Red Cross, between 1916 and his
death in early 1920. The pooch had
even become somewhat of a celebrity.
Van Kirk had been researching Muggins and wanted to work with HayterMenzies on a project to put her subject
into a book.
The author declined at first; as a
biographer he generally preferred to
do his own research. But when she
reappeared about four years later at
another of his signings—in Victoria’s
Bolen Books—she had him convinced
to do the book on his own. It appeared
to be a slam-dunk as she had already
done most of the research based on
newspaper and magazine entries: all he
would have to do is add some context

DOG
A
OF WAR

A Victoria purebred Spitz raised the
equivalent of a quarter-million dollars
for veterans of World War I.
to the Muggins story. Which, it turns
out, is where Muggins excels.
From upper-class Victorians even
remotely connected with Muggins, to
the build-up to the Great War and
beyond, Hayter-Menzies deftly places
readers into the scene throughout.
“The news [of war] had a galvanizing effect on Victorians,” he writes.
“Perhaps for the most part because
the quiet seaside city was a place of
retirement for former colonial military
officers, whose blood never failed to
run hot for a marching military band
or any of the military activities that
took place.”
Although the question of when humans first domesticated dogs is unresolved, written records show they have
been used in war at least since ancient
Greek times—for communications,
tracking, guarding, scouting, packing,
soldier rehabilitation and as mascots.
Their popularity as collection dogs may
not be as well known.
From the Victorian era until after
World War II, charity collection dogs
were a popular sight in British train
stations. They continued their charitable calling even after death, when the
dogs were taxidermically stuffed and
kept on display, often in doorways to
charity stores or train stations. Victoria
in the early 20th century took many
of its cultural cues from Britain. So, a
charity dog in BC’s capital during the

same era is not such a stretch.
Readers first hear of Muggins in
his role as a collector dog in the Daily
Colonist of August 6, 1916, which reported on his collecting for the Italian
Red Cross—organized by Charlotte
Pendray, whose husband Herbert
came from the BAPCO paint family.
Well connected in the Victorian society
scene, Herbert’s ancestral home was
the Queen Ann Pendray mansion in
the Inner Harbour, now the popular
Pendray Inn and Teahouse.
It’s around this time when Muggins
really gets started. The sweet-tempered
dog quickly becomes famous among
passengers of liners like the Empress
of Asia docking at Victoria Harbour.
One passenger, a prominent American
named Samuel Brown Kirkwood, was
as impressed with Muggins’ modus
operandi as most everyone else. He
loved watching the action when Muggins would enter the ships’ casinos.
Muggins’ first line of attack was to distract the players, circling the table and
nudging knees as he passed. Should
that method not produce results, Muggins would begin barking, jumping up
so the coins in his collection boxes
rattled noisily. “If this method of advertisement did not secure the attention
of the players, which was not often,”
Kirkwood wrote, “he did not hesitate
to jump upon one of the tables and
remain there until all had contributed.”
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Muggins, circa 1918

Puzzlingly, Muggins did it all without
a handler.
Before long, Muggins was sporting
postcards of himself for sale, which had
a patriotic background of the Union
Jack and Canada’s flag of the day,
the Red Ensign. Among images of him
with the Prince of Wales and General
Arthur Currie, the book’s 24 illustrations include ten postcards.
Muggins’ fame wasn’t bound to BC.
He raised funds for the Halifax Explosion of 1917, for example. Several US
publications trumpeted his reputation,
including a photo spread in the New
York Times that was flanked by photos
of 1917–1918 stage stars. And Muggins
travelled to Seattle to help raise funds
for the American Red Cross.
Muggins’ charity work came to an
end when he contracted pneumonia
and died on January 14, 1920—a life
humanely ended by a veterinarian. He
was stuffed and mounted by a taxidermist (much the same as many of
Britain’s collection dogs) and displayed
in several public locations. It seems the
First World War wasn’t his last fundraising effort: a few weeks after war was
declared in 1939, the stuffed Muggins
was displayed above the Red Cross Superfluities Store at 1218 Government
Street in Victoria as an inspiration to
passersby.
Hayter-Menzies never lost his original inspiration for this well-researched
volume: “Had Dr. Sylvia Van Kirk not
approached me to finish what she had
begun, with her many years of research
and deeply-held belief that Muggins’
story needed to be told, I would never
have had the pleasure and honour of
writing this book,” he concludes.
9781772033717

Graham Chandler is a freelance writer
with a specialty in military and heritage
stories. He holds a PhD in Archaeology.

Fall Books for the Active Reader

EARTH FOR ALL

A Survival Guide for Humanity
SANDRINE DIXSON-DECLÈVE, OWEN GAFFNEY,
JAYATI GHOSH, JØRGEN RANDERS, JOHAN ROCKSTRÖM
and PER ESPEN STOKNES
September 2022
$19.99
The economic system keeps crashing.
It’s time to install a new operating system.

INSIDE OUT

The Equity Leader’s Guide to Undoing
Institutional Racism
CAPRICE D. HOLLINS
September 2022
$24.99

Essential steps for leaders working to build
an antiracist organization.

PRACTICAL NO-TILL FARMING
A Quick and Dirty Guide to Organic
Vegetable and Flower Growing
ANDREW MEFFERD
November 2022
$34.99

Do less, produce more, and grow soil that
feeds crops using chemical-free, organic
no-till methods.

HOMEMADE FOR SALE,
Second Edition

How to Set Up and Market a Food
Business from Your Home Kitchen
LISA KIVIRIST and JOHN IVANKO
December 2022
$34.99

Updated and expanded! The authoritative
guide to conceiving and launching your own
home-based food business – from idea to
recipe to final product.

new society
PUBLISHERS

www.newsociety.com
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MAKING A

CHAPUTS
The Teachings and Responsibilities of a Canoe Maker

J O E M A R T I N and A L A N H O O V E R

A rich visual testament to
the practical and cultural
power of the dugout canoe,
balanced in its description of
meaning and method.

$24.95 paperback
$13.99 ebook

S

Find it at rbcm.ca /books
at the Royal BC Museum Shop
or at your favourite bookstore

R
WEST COAST
stories of
R
GRIEF, LOVE
& GROWTH
R

groundbreaking poetry, local history & stories

available at your local independent bookstore
or online at caitlin-press.com
/caitlinbooks

@caitlinpress
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MEMOIR INTERVIEW
BY BEVERLY CRAMP

G

rowing up with a violent, alcoholic father
and losing two of
her three brothers
at an early age,
Jónína Kirton experienced trauma.
She also turned to alcohol as a young
woman before beginning a lifetime of
spiritual healing and sobriety. Kirton
is remarkably honest about the hard
realities of her life and the people
who came to her aid in Standing in a
River of Time. Kirton began writing
poetry, and in 2016, received a City of
Vancouver Mayor’s Arts Award for an
Emerging Artist. Her second collection
of poetry, An Honest Woman
(Talonbooks, 2017) was a finalist for the Dorothy Livesay
Poetry Prize.
BC BookWorld: You
start your memoir as your
mother is dying. Was that
the most trying period in
your life?
Jónína Kirton: I would
not describe her dying as a
trying time. It was more of
an awakening. As the only
girl, I was very close to my
mother, a beautiful woman,
that I jokingly referred to as
the “church lady” due to her
devotion to her faith. She was
a kind woman, interested in
community and always learning. The way she negotiated
her final days, still thinking of
others and caring for her family, made me realize how selfish and self-centred I had become. Unhealed people can be
very self-centred. They can’t
help it. They walk around
with open wounds, thin skin,
that is easily hurt. It is hard
to think of others when you
are in that kind of pain, and
yet my mother managed to do
this. Seeing this and witnessing the miracle of her leaving
her body sent me even deeper
into my own healing.
BCBW: Your father’s troubled identity as a Métis man
who is an alcoholic caused
problems in your family. Later
in life you learned that racism
and colonialism were to blame
for many of his destructive
behaviours. Do you think he
ever realized that?
JK: Despite a few attempts, one
that included Antabuse, he was never
able to stop drinking. Drinking led to
violence, to overspending and to things
like drunk driving charges. So even
though my father was successful in
his career and well respected by many,
he lived his entire adult life in that
downward shame spiral that comes
with alcoholism. Not one to talk about
himself, most of what I know about my
father came from my mother and other
family members. I was a teenager questioning our ancestry when my mother
told me, “Your father hates being Native.” I was told to not talk to him about

A TIME TO

BCBW: You also pay attention to
your Icelandic heritage (on your mother’s side). How has this been a source
of strength for you?
JK: I end the book with a quote from
my Icelandic grandmother whose name
I carry. I do this because I wanted to
show that Icelanders also care for this
earth, and show the pride I feel about
being her grandchild and being Icelandic. Grandmother was a strong woman,
the mother of seventeen children, all
home births. She was a joyful woman
and never complained, despite living in
poverty. Having her name is an honour.
My Icelandic aunts and uncles embody
her strength, strength that I did not
fully understand until I went to Iceland
in 2017. While there I saw the beauty
and yet harshness of those lands. I saw
what it must have taken to live there in
the early days. I saw their love of story
and poetry and realized that
I get my desire to tell stories
from both sides.
BCBW: In your book’s foreword, Wanda John-Kehewin
writes “Loss and love run
through this work, which is
about acceptance and healing
through truth.” Was detailing
the healing power of truth the
major aim of this book? Or did
writing your memoir bring out
your story of healing?
JK: There has been something very healing about documenting some of the harm I
have experienced. There can
be no reconciliation without
truth. Abusers rarely admit
to what they have done and
often use gaslighting to keep
you questioning reality. Truth
becomes muddy, and I like
clarity. In fact, when referring to my second book, An
Honest Woman, Betsy Warland said, “Kirton picks over
how she was raised familially
and culturally like a crime
scene.” Her assessment was
accurate, and I was tickled.
Writing that book I was on a
mission to expose the world
that young women and girls
enter. When writing, Standing in a River of Time, I felt,
in fairness, that I needed to
soften my gaze and share
hard truths about some of the
Jónína Kirton will
things I had done.
be a guest at the
The title, Standing in a
2022 Vancouver
River of Time, comes from a
Writers Festival,
teaching I once heard about
October 17-23.
time being a river with the
future at our back moving towards us and the past in front
He is my dad. Not only did he and my
of us flowing away. I used this title as I
mother give me life, I also know he tried
do believe that unless one has the gift of
really hard to give us kids a good life.
prophesy, we can’t see the future, but
He deserves to be at peace.
we can examine the past and in doing
BCBW: When did you embrace your
so we can make peace with things that
Métis heritage?
have caused us pain. What I hoped to
JK: I always knew that I was what
convey in the book was that the healwe called “part-Native” but didn’t know
ing may never be done and that this is
I was Métis until my forties when my
okay. The book was never intended to
cousin, an enumerator for Saskatchbe a road map for healing but rather
ewan Métis, offered to confirm this.
to show how messy healing can be
I literally fell to my knees and wept
and that accepting our imperfections
when I received the genealogy report
could bring much needed change in the
she had put together for me. All those
9781772013795
world.
years of being told to not talk about
our Indigenous ancestry melted away.
Beverly Cramp is publisher of
I finally felt free.
BC BookWorld.

HEAL
Merging memoir and poetry,
Jónína Kirton reveals the effects of
colonization on her Métis family
and her path to healing.

t

it, but later in life, as I uncovered the
rich history of our Métis ancestors, I
decided to share the stories with him.
At first, he was resistant, but years
later, around the time the Truth and
Reconciliation Committee was in the
news, he became more open. He never
spoke about this to me, but I feel that
between the TRC and what I shared
with him he did make peace with being Indigenous. I like to think that he
began to feel some pride, as shortly before his death in 2017, he told me that
he wanted to get his Métis citizenship.
This after a lifetime of denying he was
Indigenous. No matter what happened
between us, I have always loved him.
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Standing in a River of Time
by Jónína Kirton
(Talonbooks $ 19.95)

A
TIME TO FORGIVE,

GRAPHICNOVEL REVIEW
PI CT U RIN G

Child survivors of the Holocaust tell
their stories to artists who bring new
dimensions to their testimonies.

T

he troubles for
David Schaffer
and his family

areas were out of bounds to Jews; they could
be beaten, even killed, if caught. David’s father
was once bashed in the head with a rifle butt,
splitting his ear down the middle. But they
continued to resist and break rules to get food.
“I have a problem with the word resistance,”
says Schaffer years later. “The sad truth is that
whoever stood up or actively resisted was immediately killed. Instead, many people resisted by transgressing
the rules … we resisted because we wanted to survive … living
through the horror was resistance.”
Eventually, Russian soldiers freed Romania from the German army. A relative gave the Schaffer family shelter until they
found an empty house to stay in as it still wasn’t safe to return
to the house they were forced to leave in 1940.

But I Live:
Three Stories of Child Survivors
of the Holocaust
Edited by Charlotte Schallié.
Art by Barbara Yelin,
Gilad Seliktar and Miriam Libicki
(UTP/New Jewish Press $29.95)

but i live © barbara yelin and emmie arbel 2022

HORROR
BY BEVERLY CRAMP
began in 1939
when he’d barely started
grade two. His teacher came to the
Schaffer home to tell them that David,
a prize-winning student, could not
go back to school. As an ally of Nazi
Germany, the Romanian government
was expelling Jewish children from

O

david schaffer’s harrowing story, titled

“a kind of resistance”
and illustrated by Vancouver-based Miriam Libicki, is one of
three graphic stories in But I Live. The other illustrated stories concern two Jewish boys, Nico and Rolf Kamp, who were
hidden from German soldiers in thirteen different Amsterdam
homes, titled “Thirteen Secrets” and illustrated by Gilad Seliktar of Israel; and Emmie Arbel, who survived in not one
Less than a year later, Schaffer’s family and great-grandbut two concentration camps in the title story, illustrated by
mother were ordered to leave their comfortable house because
Barbara Yelin, who lives in Munich, Germany.
Jews were no longer allowed to live in rural areas. “In the mornThe use of graphic narratives allows the survivors’ stories
ing we had a home and a nice garden,” says Schaffer. “By that
to seamlessly shift from an elder relating their story where it
night, we owned only what we could carry on a horse cart.”
is plain to see how the Holocaust has impacted them all their
The horrors grew. Forced into a ghetto, the family was orlife — to when they were a wide-eyed child faced with unspeakdered to board a train by soldiers with bayonets. “Sick people
able terror, as reflected in Emmie Arbel’s story. At one point,
on stretchers had to be dragged there,” says Schaffer who
illustrations show the artist, Yelin walking with Arbel to find a
remembers his frail and confused great grandmother, on a
coffee shop where they could sit down and talk. Arbel’s favoumakeshift rickshaw, asking, “Why did you bring me here?” She
rite café is closed, and it’s hard to find another one she likes.
couldn’t comprehend what was happening.
As Arbel tells Yelin, “that’s too crowded for me. … I told you,
At their first stop in the town of Atari, Schaffer’s family was
I don’t like to be among many people... And I need to sit near
put in a room of a looted house with smashed windows. A prethe door with my back to the wall.”
vious occupant, who had clearly been wounded, had written
Then the next panel depicts decades earlier as women and
“They are killing us” in Hebrew on the
children are lined up at a concentrawall in his blood.
tion camp. “I remember us standing for
Later, a forced march. David Schaffer’s
hours,” says Arbel, now drawn as a little
great grandmother had to be left behind
girl with shorn hair, “… and mother
as she could not walk. Even though solfainted.”
diers said his great grandmother would
Arbel continues: “You know, even as
be taken to a nearby asylum, Schaffer
a child, you learn quickly how to survive.
knew what it meant. “The reality is we
I knew I must stay standing. I should
left her in the ditch near the road. She
not do anything. Because I knew if I’d go
knew. That was the end of a life. One of
to her they would shoot me. And I was
the six million.”
afraid. I was so afraid she was dying.”
Schaffer’s father realized they had to
Here the art shifts back to Arbel as an
get away, and the family snuck into the
older woman sitting at her desk, playing
forest that night, wandering lost. They
solitaire on her computer. But she is
united with another Jewish family on the
still remembering that horrible day. “So
run and eventually found a farmer’s sumI stayed standing, she says to herself.”
mer kitchen, where they were allowed
The graphic narratives in But I Live are
to stay. But with little food or warmth,
powerful and relate the Holocaust stories
they grew weak. David gathered wood
in profound and intense ways that words
sticks to barter for milk and bread in the Unique in a graphic novel, the artists discuss
alone cannot. Created for middle readers,
nearby village.
this book is suitable for adults too.
the making of But I Live in an inciteful chapter
Foraging was dangerous as many called “Behind the Art.”
The combination of child Holocaust
behind the art © miriam libicki 2022
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thirteen secrets © gilad seliktar, nico kamp, and rolf kamp 2022

state-run classrooms.

(top) Barbara Yelin’s lush, evocative watercolours tell Em
story in “But I Live”; (above) Gilad Seliktar uses elegant lin
and bold blocks of colour in “Thirteen Secrets,” the story
Rolf Kamp; and (right) Miriam Libicki depicts David Schaff
in loose, energetic lines and watercolour in “A Kind of Re

survivor stories as told to illustrators and completed
narratives was the brainchild of UVic professor
Schallié. She noticed that her thirteen-year-old son
resistant to reading, was taking an active interest
novels. And Schallié was also interested in telling
survivor stories in new ways. “I felt we need to find
approaches to testimony collections, telling the s
Holocaust in a richer, deeper way,” she says.
“It is very important for us that graphic novelis
just illustrators but are actively co-creating the histo
survivors. Visual storytelling in graphic narratives is
effective for life stories of survivors who were child

tell Emmie Arbel’s
egant line drawings
he story of Nico and
d Schaffer’s history
nd of Resistance.”

mpleted as graphic
fessor Charlotte
-old son, who was
nterest in graphic
telling Holocaust
to find some new
g the story of the
.
novelists are not
he history with the
atives is especially
e children during

a kind of resistance © miriam libicki and david schaffer 2022

the Holocaust, as images often tend to be deeply imprinted in
a child survivor’s memory.
“The multiplicity of experiences is expressed through graphic
style, color, and even the individual accents of the speakers.
Each unique voice and experience is framed and represents
one less voice lost to time.”
Many others participated in this collaborative book project
over a three-year period, such as Holocaust and human rights
education professionals, historians, student teachers, high
school teachers, librarians and archivists.
In addition to the book, all the work from the project, such
as drafts of drawings, and film and audiotapes of interviews, is
preserved at UVic’s libraries “for future researchers to consult,”
says Schallié. “The stories of the survivors, however, live on
9781487526849
through this publication.”

“The wiser we can be as people, the
more informed we can be as citizens
and the more empathy we can have
for each other. Graphic novels are
not just a document in the archives,
they’re something people will be
drawn to reading.”—Miriam Libicki, artist

Beverly Cramp is publisher of BC BookWorld.
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Thick Skin

Field Notes from a Sister
in the Brotherhood
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The Longest Suicide

The Authorized Biography of Art Bergmann

JASon Schneider

Hilary PeacH

introduction by Michael Turner

For more than two decades, Hilary
Peach worked as a transient welder —
and one of the only women — in the
Boilermakers Union. This is her story.

As Canada’s punk poet laureate, Art Bergmann has
been tearing up stages, and terrifying the music
industry, for half a century. Art’s story is one of
rock and roll’s great tales untold. Until now.

MEMOIR | 384 pagEs | $22 | sEptEMbER

MUSIC/BIOGRAPHY | 168 PAGES | $24.95 | SEPTEMBER

Cactus Gardens

This Here Paradise

Set against a backdrop of shifting
weather and a blasted, mysterious
landscape, Cactus Gardens explores
the complexity and intensity
of personal relationships.

In this new collection, Wharton opens
a suitcase of birds and watches them
soar over a landscape alive with
radiant, open waters.

EvElyn lau

FIVE CONTINENTS. TEN COUNTRIES.
TWENTY NATURAL WORLD HERITAGE
SITES IN FIVE YEARS.
When one family set out to consider what
wildness and wilderness mean to people around
the world, their journey revealed something
very different from the picture-perfect notion
of untouched nature they imagined.
This is the story of what they learned.

1971–2021

Poetry | 96 Pages | $18 | aUgUst

Poetry | 96 Pages | $18 | sePtember

“Distinctly urban, with a twist!”

5

Calvin WHarTon

available at your local bookseller
or online from ubcpress.ca
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HISTORY REVIEW
Hastings Mill:
The Historic Times of a Vancouver
Community by Lisa Anne Smith
(Ronsdale Press $24.95)

BY MARK FORSYTHE

Lisa Anne Smith (in blue jacket) book launch, Old Hastings Mill Store Museum, Vancouver.
Welcome by Musqueam Nation knowledge keeper, and artist Debra Sparrow.

THE LUMBER MILL THAT BECAME A

CITY
Vancouver was born out of a “company
town,” run by a colonial business,
where bars and brothels flourished.

“I knew that I was going to become
involved—hook, line and sinker—with
Vancouver’s oldest surviving building and its remarkable past,” she
says. Smith is a member of the Native
Daughters of B.C. (founded in 1919
and still active more than a hundred
years later), the group that rescued
the iconic Old Hastings Mill Store from
demolition in 1930 and barged it to the

foot of Alma Street, winched ashore and
turned into a museum.
Hastings Mill’s story includes the
Great Fire of 1886 that devoured
nearby Granville in about 45 minutes.
Survivors congregated at the Hastings
Store, the only building left standing.
A plea from the mayor was carried
on horseback to the telegraph at New
Westminster: “To Sir John A McDon-

Mark Forsythe is author/co-author of
four books and a former host of CBC
Radio’s BC Almanac.

FALL 2022 FICTION

FALL 2022 NON-FICTION

Three kohkums, a man named
Crow, two best friends and a
drug dealer . . . twelve-year-old
Hunter Frank may be getting
out of Red Rock sooner than he
hoped.

“I can promise to do what
is required with compassion
and skill. There would be no
dishonour in the job . . .”

Hunter’s summer is a journey
to understanding that some
villains are also victims, and that
while reconciliation may not be
possible, survival is.

John Ratcliff hanged pirates
for Her Majesty’s Royal Navy.
When he arrives in Canada,
he reinvents himself as Thomas
Ratley, steward at a prestigious
Toronto club, and as Radclive, the
country’s first official executioner.

$ 22.95

$22.95

ISBN 978-1-990160-12-7

ISBN 978-1-990160-14-1

Order from: UTP Distribution
utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca

tidewaterpress.ca
info@tidewaterpress.ca

TIDEWATER
PRESS
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KAKWINOKANASUM
The Writers’ Trust of Canada
Rising Star 2022

wendy atkinson photo

A

glimpse westward from
the Ironworkers Memorial Second Narrows Crossing reveals massive orange
cranes hoisting containers at the Port of Vancouver terminal, a fortress of glass towers that
marks Canada’s highest density, and
Stanley Park’s green forest rising above
Burrard Inlet. Earliest European Vancouver was forged right in the centre of
this view, at a small sawmill plunked
atop pilings, surrounded by seemingly
endless stands of timber.
In 1865 Captain Edward Stamp
built his mill on 100 acres leased from
the Colony of British Columbia (at 1
cent per acre). The Colony was all about
expansion (at the expense of original inhabitants), and the mill’s cutting rights
eventually extended up the coast. Water
for its boilers splashed down a wooden
flume from Trout Lake, often prone to
freezing in winter. Sparing no expense,
Stamp also commissioned a 146-foot
steam tug to work the water. A store
was added in 1868 to supply mill employees—from ham to horseshoes and
seaman’s biscuits. Separated by race
and class, most lived on mill property,
although Indigenous people weren’t
permitted to live there. Some dwelled
beside the mill at a seasonal encampment of the Squamish people called
Kumkumlye, meaning “Maple Trees.”
Stamp failed during a previous
attempt at Port Alberni mill due to
strong resistance from the Tseshaht
people. He brought along two cannonades to this new venture, just in
case. His only competition came from
Sewell Moody’s more efficient mill at
Moodyville on the North Shore. However, Stamp ran his mill deep into debt,
and the search began for new owners
and a capable manager. (The mill later
became known as Hastings Mill when
nearby New Brighton changed its name
to Hastings.)
Lisa Anne Smith’s finely researched
Hastings Mill: The Historic Times of
a Vancouver Community is bursting
with characters set against Vancouver’s defining moments. Her interest
was kindled by the late historian
Chuck Davis after hearing him speak
at the Old Hastings Mill Store Museum:

ald. Our city is in ashes, three thousand
people homeless, can you send any government aid.” Hastings Mill manager
Richard Alexander offered free wood
for people to rebuild and merchandise
from the store; his wife Emma spearheaded a Women’s Relief Committee.
Within six weeks the feisty frontier town
had been rebuilt, destined to eclipse
New Westminster and Victoria.
The mill was highly profitable, shipping lumber to Chile, Australia, Shanghai and other international markets.
A schoolhouse was built in 1872, and
Granville post office opened at the store
two years later. Countless sailors came
ashore—many drawn to nearby saloons
and brothels; by 1881 there was also
a campaign underway to build an Anglican church. The townsite around
the mill expanded; CPR expansion was
looming, and land speculators weren’t
far behind.
The mill burned down and was
rebuilt. Innovation in mill technology
and the transition from oxen to laboursaving steam donkeys are thoroughly
detailed, as is the genesis of health
care for coastal loggers when a hospital was built at the company’s lumber
camp at Rock Bay, north of Campbell
River. There are walk-on appearances
by newspaperman and future premier
John Robson, Joe Fortes, the CPR’s
William Cornelius Van Horne, John
Deighton, a.k.a. Gassy Jack (whose
statue was recently toppled in Gastown), the city’s first mayor, Malcolm
MacLean, and future lumber magnate
H.R. MacMillan. Jericho Charlie
delivered goods from the Hastings
Store to logging camps aboard his giant Squamish freight canoe. The store
manager Calvert Simson became fluent in the Chinook trade language and
was invited to one of the last potlatches
before they were banned.
The implications of Vancouver’s
growth for Indigenous people are very
much on the periphery of the Hastings
Mill story—indeed, for most of BC’s
pioneering history. Lisa Anne Smith
recognizes this and concludes with an
interpretation of what life may have
been like at Kumkumlye, before a
“cantankerous” Captain Edward Stamp
arrived. “Widely diverse cultures were
about to collide full force and, for the
original inhabitants of Kumkumlye
and other Indigenous communities, life
would be drastically altered.”
Book proceeds will benefit the
Friends of the Old Hastings Mill Store’s
efforts to maintain and further restore
9781553806417
the museum.

2022 GEORGE RYGA
AWARD FOR
SOCIAL AWARENESS
IN LITERATURE
Not On
My Watch
How a Renegade Whale Biologist
Took on Governments and
Industry to Save Wild Salmon
(Random House)
by Alexandra Morton

sea shepherd photo

Alexandra Morton’s story of her
lifelong struggle to save wild salmon
— and the ecosystem on the west
coast — is a modern day “Joan of Arc”
story, and her example of fighting for
environmental, social, community
and multicultural justice is a
beacon for all activists.

Alexandra Morton received $2,500
for the award at a reception at the
Vancouver Public Library.

FINALISTS
• Peyakow: Reclaiming Cree Dignity
(Douglas & McIntyre) by Darrel J. McLeod
• Finding the Mother Tree: Discovering the Wisdom
of the Forest (Vintage) by Suzanne Simard
• Solidarity: Canada’s Unknown Revolution of 1983
(Ronsdale Press) by David Spaner
• “Indian” in the Cabinet: Speaking Truth to Power
(HarperCollins) by Jody Wilson-Raybould

Judges for the George Ryga Award were author and poet
Trevor Carolan, VPL librarian Jane Curry and BC BookWorld

PB
NS
PacificBookWorld
NewsSociety

publisher Beverly Cramp.
With the sponsorship of Yosef Wosk, VPL and Pacific BookWorld
News Society, the annual George Ryga Award is given to a BC writer
who has achieved an outstanding degree of social awareness in a new
book published in the preceding calendar year.
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THEATRE INTERVIEW

Edwin Wong

When Life Gives You Risk,
Make Risk Theatre:
Three Tragedies and Six Essays
by Edwin Wong (FriesenPress $18.99)

C

lassicist and theatre
researcher, Edwin
Wong spent 13 years
developing a new
theory of theatre,
published in 2019,
The Risk Theatre Model
of Tragedy: Gambling, Drama, and the
Unexpected (FriesenPress) launched
an international playwriting competition (risktheatre.com). Wong has now
released his second book, When Life
Gives You Risk, Make Risk Theatre:
Three Tragedies and Six Essays. BC
BookWorld talked to Wong about the
origin of his theories on risk.

RISKY

BUSINESS
From comic books to Nietzsche.
Edwin Wong on risk and tragedy.

O

BC BookWorld: When did you become
interested in theatre?
Edwin Wong: During my teens, I discovered Friedrich Nietzsche. I was at
Munro’s Bookstore [in Victoria], and
quite randomly, I bought The Birth of
Tragedy. Up to then, I had been reading
Hardy Boys books and comics. The Birth
of Tragedy—Nietzsche’s theory on how
the dramatic art form of tragedy begins
and ends—blew me away. I knew I had
to dedicate my life to coming up with a
theory of tragedy myself. Because Nietzsche was a classicist who specialized
in ancient Greek and Latin, I did the
same, enrolling at UVic and then going
to Brown University. All this time I was
reading and seeing plays, wondering

how to create a modern theory of tragedy. I’m 47 now. It’s been a long time.
BCBW: When did you start to focus on
risk and its impact on human lives?
EW: Back in the winter of 2006, a book
in the economic section of a bookstore
caught my eye: mathematician, philosopher and trader Nassim Nicholas
Taleb’s Fooled by Randomness: The
Hidden Role of Chance in Life and in
the Markets. Taleb’s take is that traders
blow up in the market, losing stupendous sums of money when they underestimate the impact of low-probability,
high-consequence events. They plan on
history repeating itself and the dangers
that they can foresee. But they don’t

plan for what they don’t see coming.
The problem is, something unexpected
always happens. When I read his book,
I thought: “This is exactly what happens
in tragedy, in the plays of Shakespeare
and Sophocles, of Arthur Miller and
Eugene O’Neill.” Tragedy can be looked
at as the dramatization of risk events
gone awry. It was at this point that I
started writing the first book, The Risk
Theatre Model of Tragedy. It was a lucky
13 years in the writing.
BCBW: Did you encounter backlash for
your new ideas?
EW: The first book was criticized for
hardly discussing the established
theories of tragedy (by Aristotle, Hegel,

Nietzsche and others). That’s a fair
point. The reason for this was that the
first book came in at over three hundred pages, and I needed all of them to
unfold how risk works in drama. I introduced a whole new dramatic vocabulary
based on risk: the poetics of chaos, the
opportunity cost of choice, and so on. In
the second book, I’ve started to compare
and contrast risk theatre to Aristotle’s
Poetics. And in the essays that I’m currently working on, I’m branching out to
differentiate risk theatre from the literary theories of Nietzsche, Freud, Jung,
Barthes and Foucault.
The second type of backlash to risk
theatre is that it is not Aristotle’s Poetics.
For many theatre practitioners, Aristotle’s theory of catharsis, his theory of
tragedy based on the feelings of pity and
fear, is the be-all and end-all. In the second book, I’ve extended an olive branch
to the folks who want a theory based
on emotion. I argue that the emotional
impact of risk theatre is anticipation (for
the unexpected) and apprehension (for
the bad consequences that must follow).
The third type of backlash is that
the idea of risk is just too vague. Risk
can mean anything. That is true. But
I would say that is the reason why I
chose risk: it is fruitfully ambiguous.
BCBW: What will readers learn from
your new book, When Life Gives You
Risk, Make Risk Theatre?
EW: That theatre is a dress rehearsal for
life. You go to the theatre and see the
effects of risk and chance so that you
can do better in life. A lot of the time, we
live life based on forecasts, predictions
and projections. We don’t factor chance
and blind luck into these calculations.
Risk theatre reminds us it’s not what
we plan for that affects us most. The
empire of chance is truly powerful, and
a force to be reckoned with. 9781039135093
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Glimmer

All the World's
a Wonder

Go

Steven Ross Smith

Melia McClure

Shelley A. Leedahl

Cinematic &
surreal stories

A playwright possessed
by her muses

A journey of
resilience & joy

✷ AVAILABLE NOW ✷

✷ AVAILABLE NOV 2022 ✷

✷ AVAILABLE NOW ✷

Available at radiantpress.ca & booksellers everywhere.
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Crime D Poetry

Cold Case BC: The Stories
Behind the Province’s Most
Sensational Murder & Missing
Persons Cases by Eve Lazarus
(Arsenal Pulp $22.95)

Return
to Solitude:
From
Where
I Stand
More
Desolation
Sound
by Jody Wilson-Raybould
Adventures
with
the
Cougar
(UBC Press $24.95)

Lady, Russell the Hermit, the
Having
shakenBandit
up federal
politics
Spaghetti
and Others
when
she went
from being a
by Grant
Lawrence
(Harbour
Publishing
$26.95)
senior
cabinet
minister
in Justin

Trudeau’s Liberal government
It has been ten years since
to becoming an independent
writer and CBC radio broadMember of Parliament, Indigenous
caster, Grant Lawrence wrote
leader Jody Wilson-Raybould
about being a kid dragged
has published a collection of her
to Desolation Sound by his
speeches and lectures from the
parents. Now a parent himself,
past ten years. She is forthright in
he continues to visit the area
her analysis of Canada’s colonial
and all its eccentric characters
past and her desire for a new era
as he describes in this followof recognition and reconciliation.
up memoir. The stories are
humourous, jaw-dropping
and sometimes sad, such as
Bernard the German’s
demise.

D

E. J. Hughes:
Canadian War Artist
by Robert
Every
Little Amos
Scrap and
(Touchwood $35)

Wonder: A Small-Town
Childhood
Carla
Funk
Known forbyhis
quintessential
(Greystone
$29.95)E.J. Hughes
BC landscapes,
was also well-regarded as a
Poet Carla Funk grew up in a
Canadian war artist, work he
Mennonite community in Vanderbegan in 1941. In the third
hoof. After publishing five books
volume of his series about
of poetry, this is her first memoir,
Hughes, Robert Amos showa paean to childhood and rural
cases the artist’s work in Englife in British Columbia. Paying
land, Wales and remote camps
tributes to both her church-going
in Alaska. Hughes turned out
mother and her truck-driving
to be Canada’s first, last and
father, she uses rich language
longest-serving war artist of
to create the world that shaped
World War 2.
her as a person and writer.

On the heels of her bestseller
Cold Case Vancouver, Eve Lazarus turns to long forgotten
murder investigations further
afield. She interviews law
enforcement,
forensic experts
Sockeye
Silver,
and
family
and
Saltchuck Bluefriends of the
to addVickers
new life& to BC
byvictims
Roy Henry
historical
cases,
some of
which
Robert Budd (Harbour
$9.95)
date back to World War
With
catchyincludes
rhymes recently
married
2. Lazarus
tosolved
Roy Henry
Vickers
mysteries
usingsignature
new
artwork,
this children’s
board
science that
brought closure
book
is the third
instalment in
for victims’
families.
a series that started with Hello
Humpback! and One Eagle Soaring.
The concepts of colours are linked
to the changing seasons on the
West Coast: red tones of huckleberries in summer, silver and
red flashes of spawning salmon in
fall, grey rain in winter, and the
sprouting of green in spring.

RAVEN CHAPBOOKS POETRY CONTEST

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
RAVEN CHAPBOOKS

2023 POETRY CONTEST
The Raven Chapbooks 2023 Poetry Contest is open to all emerging and
established poets residing on Vancouver Island, the islands of the Salish
Sea, the Sunshine Coast, the islands in Howe Sound, and the Lower
Mainland and communities in the Fraser Valley.
Full description and contest guidelines are available at:
www.ravenchapbooks.ca/contest
We are pleased to announce the 2023
Contest judges, Daniela Elza and Brian Day
Entries must be received by November 30, 2022.
Manuscripts are blind judged—winner announced
March 1 and published June 2023.
Raven Chapbooks is an imprint of RAINBOW Publishers.
Email enquiries to publisher@ravenchapbooks.ca

Daniela Elza

Brian Day

D

Book of Places:
10th Anniversary Edition
by Yvonne Blomer
(Palimpsest $19.95)

Type one diabetic and cyclist,
Yvonne Blomer’s poetry
collection, Book of Places
(2012) spanned countries and
decades. This updated edition
features new poems about
cycling in Southeast Asia, and
meditations on childhood and
The
SurvivalofGuide
to
the journey
life. A grand
British
Columbia
adventure
in verse.
by Ian Ferguson
(Heritage House $19.95)
Having moved to B.C., humorist
Ian Ferguson finds the place pretty
– but also pretty scary. Here’s his
guide on surviving everything from
the province’s politics, the locals
and the weather, to our food and
fashion sense. Some ‘Fergusonian’
wisdom: B.C. is located – “to
the left of Alberta”; speaking
to B.C.’ers, means “not saying
anything beyond, ‘I love trees’ and
‘forgive me’; and, you can “tell
an outsider (filled with enthusiasm and interest) from a local
(full of resentment and ennui).”

Thought-provoking
Thought
provoking books available on

RAVEN CHAPBOOKS
POETRY CONTEST

2022 WINNER:

Zoe Dickinson
Zoe Dickinson has written
a stunning collection of
breathtaking poems about
the precious shoreline of the
Pacific West Coast.
–Arleen Paré
Intertidal: poems from the littoral zone
ISBN 978-0-9734408-9-8

$20

SaltspringBooks.ca, RussellBooks.com, and RavenChapbooks.ca

Fall e!!
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Use your

$$

Enter EVENT Magazine’s

2022 NON-FICTION CONTEST
$3,000 in prizes

5,000 word limit

Deadline: October 15

Selected by BC BookWorld

Mo
re $

eventmagazine.ca
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POETRY REVIEW
Time Out of Time
by Arleen Paré (Caitlin $20)

•

After Villon by Roger Farr
(New Star $16)

BY BRETT JOSEF GRUBISIC

T

he aphorism “Poetry
is philosophy in evening-wear” appears
midway through
Arleen Paré’s latest poetry collection,
Time Out of Time.
The idea, courtesy of Ontario artist
Kevin Heslop, is provocative, as it points
out the serious side of poetry as well as
the genre’s affinity for aesthetic finery.
In the case of the new poetry collections by Victoria’s Paré and Gabriola
Island’s Roger Farr, “evening-wear”
takes the form of pensive and inquisitive volumes singing with reverence
for two special but dead poets. Their
volumes are meditations on poetic
heritage and forebears—with each poet
paying homage to the works, lives, and
accomplishments of literary influences
and inspirations. As cerebral and eulogistic as that might sound, happily,
Paré’s Time Out of Time and Farr’s After
Villon are also playful, funny, heartfelt
and stimulating.
Farr’s new poems could strike a
casual reader as impossibly avantgarde. Dada-adjacent lines—such as
“queer: when that muttnik cries prang!
PRANG!,” “National aqua chattis are
gross mooses,” and “Funcanny Valley
what a face the MLA has”—are like conceptual evening-wear: perhaps made
for appreciation by the cognoscenti but
difficult to anyone else.
Give it time, though, honestly. Acclimate by reading through Farr’s slim
volume more than once. And pay close
attention to the footnotes: informative,

“probably hummed for a century & a
half before they were transcribed by
ear,” Farr discerns coded warnings for
friends and accomplices to steer clear
of the authorities.

BEWITCHED

arleen

WITH DEAD POETS
Two poets pay homage
to past literary stars.

clever and wry, they’re invaluable little
tour guides that communicate in standard English.
Farr’s muse, Francois Villon was
a legendary poet born in Paris around
1431 who died under mysterious (and,
in fact, unknown)
circumstances at
thirty-two. In his
time, Villon was
known as a thief,
wanderer, bard, inmate, subversive,
provocateur and
gang member. He
Arleen Paré
challenged literary
conventions, and he scattered slang,
codes and wordplay throughout in his
poems. “You use words to communicate ideas to certain people, while
deceiving others,” Farr writes. With
innovative verse, Villon sketched the
rogues, outliers and criminals of the
Parisian subculture. He addressed poetic staples too: love and heartache, old
age and death, lost ideals and regrets.
Farr translates Villon and composes à la Villon (and, in the poem
“Compario,” he offers ten different
translations—including one by Google
Translate—of a single quatrain of Villon’s). The pieces in After Villon imagine
backdrops: a note beneath the four
stanzas of “Ballad of Erotic Misery”

adds, “The soundtrack to this ballad consisted of rumbling coal carts,
screaming fishmongers and chestnut
vendors, church bells, horse and donkeys and pigs and dogs. It would be
considered Romantic to suggest it was
first presented at a tavern, in front of an
ex-lover’s house, in court, or perhaps
a bath house.”
In poems like “Ballad for Friends,
With Benefits,” “All
Standard Language
Shall Be Fried,” and
“Ballad of Countertruths,” Farr repurposes Villon’s poetic
tropes for twentyfirst century realities while managing
Roger Farr
to meld the disparate eras too. (Are 2022 and 1444 that
different? The irreverent list of “Counter-truths”—which mocks “universal
knowledge and the spooks of Truth,
Law, and Fidelity”—mimics Villon’s
style and outlook but is applicable right
here, right now for readers to attach to
local circumstances.)
In “Five Ballads in Jargon,” a feat
of syllables and rhymes, Farr revisits
poems “sometimes attributed to Villon”
and thought to be composed in 1455
during the trial of the gang he was associated with. In these pieces, which

paré’s

O

relationship

to

After Villon: 9781554201877
Time Out of Time: 9781773860794

Brett Josef Grubisic has published fivenovels including The Age of Cities and
My Two-Faced Luck. He resides on Salt
Spring Island.

TALONBOOKS
SUMMER/FALL 2022

Falling Shadows
by Christian Guay-Poliquin
Translated by David Homel

“Exceptional! … After the
international success of The
Weight of Snow, translated into more than fifteen
languages,
Guay-Poliquin
returns this fall with an ode
to wilderness and adventure. [Falling Shadows] is a
quest through a danger-filled
forest.” —Marie-France Bornais,
Journal de Québec”

Standing in a River
of Time
by Jónína Kirton
Standing in a River of Time
merges poetry and lyrical
memoir on a journey exposing the intergenerational
effects of colonization on a
Métis family.
978-1-77201-379-5; $19.95; Poetry
Now Available

Un

by Ivan Drury

Drawing on the US War on Terror
and the disappearances of people
extrajudicially
apprehended
from the Middle East and North
Africa, this collection of poetry
interrogates the subjectivity of
Western revolutionary socialism in
the early twenty-first century.
978-1-77201-376-4; $16.95; Poetry
Now Available

Unfuckable Lardass
by Catriona Strang

Unfuckable Lardass, a book of
poetry by British Columbian
author and editor Catriona Strang,
takes its title from an outrageous
insult allegedly lobbed at German
Chancellor Angela Merkel. Fuelled
by the energy of grief and rage,
but counterpoised by moments of
love and hope, this book refracts
the patriarchy’s gaze.
978-1-77201-388-7; $16.95; Poetry
Now Available

978-1-77201-451-8; $19.95; Fiction
Now Available

Talonbooks
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a

predecessor has fewer complications. Time Out of Time was written in
“praise and celebration” of Etel Adnan
(1925–2021). Born in Lebanon, Adnan
worked as a journalist and professor
alongside her partner, Simone Fattal,
in a handful of countries after obtaining
a philosophy degree in France.
For Paré, reading Time (Adnan’s
2019 collection of poems) amounted to
“love at first page.” Paré writes, slyly,
“my wife doesn’t mind she knows /
I have fallen in love with an arrant
ideal.” A record of “long-distance affection,” the elegant and spare Time Out
of Time describes a poet enthralled by
another lesbian artist, “haunted” by
her phrases and infatuated with their
beauty. In the poem “Etel Adnan 3,” the
poet shouts out her willingness to “get
lost once again / or forever / in your
words,” while “Etel Adnan 9” celebrates
the profundity of Adnan’s economical
poems: “does brevity not bear / its fair
share / of depth.”
Whether she addresses weather
(rain that’s “insistent as pins”), wonderment (“the world is a staggering
place”), the “freaky fragility” of the
planet, social invisibility, the blessing
of a long romantic partnership, or aging
and death (“is there anything that does
not lead in this dreamy direction”), Paré
ties her observations to Adnan’s poetry.
In effect, she creates a dialogue—a
dazzling exchange of heady ideas—between souls that never met in real life
but really ought to have.

REVIEW

A Boy Named Tommy Douglas
by Beryl Young with art by Joan Steacy
(Midtown Press $19.95)

AGES 5–8

T

he preacher-turnedpolitician Tommy
D o u g l a s (1904–
1986), who is
widely regarded as
the father of Canada’s Medicare, was
inspired by what happened to him as
a boy when there was no universal
health care. The young Tommy needed
expensive surgery to prevent his leg
from being amputated, but his parents
couldn’t afford to pay for it.
A stroke of good fortune reverses
this near tragedy, and Tommy never
forgets what almost happened to him—
nor about other unfortunate children
with parents who couldn’t afford to pay
surgeons. He felt it wasn’t fair, and as
an adult, he set out to change this injustice—as told in the graphic novel A
Boy Named Tommy Douglas, written
by Beryl Young.
The cinematic art by Victoria-based
Joan Steacy reveals an energetic
young Tommy (he was never called
“Tom”), who gashes his leg to the bone
after tripping and falling upon a sharp

Just before Tommy
Douglas was to have
his leg amputated, a
bone surgeon agreed
to do a free operation.
Art by Joan Steacey
from A Boy Named
Tommy Douglas.

How the dream of
Medicare was born
Tommy Douglas and his fateful leg
injury changed health care for all Canadians.
stone while running in a field. The
sports-loving boy must stay indoors for
months to let his leg heal. He can’t play
hockey at school with his friends or
build snow forts. Instead, Tommy turns
to reciting poetry by Robbie Burns.
“His friends clapped and cheered
when Tommy performed at school
concerts,” writes Young, who traces
the long period of illness that leads to
hospital time where a doctor finally
says the leg has to be amputated.
Young captures the tragic moment
with simple but powerful words that
show a child’s emotions: “Amputate!
Tommy couldn’t get his breath. ‘You
mean cut my leg off?’ The doctor nodded.”
A famous bone surgeon happens to
encounter Tommy crying in the hospi-

tal and agrees to perform a free operation if his parents let him use the case
to teach his students. The operation
works, and Tommy is able to return to
playing sports and leading the life of a
normal boy.
In her art, Joan Steacy captures
the historical buildings and fixtures
of early 20th-century Saskatchewan,
including the ubiquitous grain towers with pointed roofs, woodburning
stoves and coal oil lamps. While much
of the book deals with Tommy Douglas’
early years, the last third covers the
community-minded years of his life as
a pastor and then politician, including
the year 1968 when Medicare is finally
available to all Canadians. As the story
progresses, Steacy’s illustrations cleverly display 1960s artwork on walls,

MT MOTHER TONGUE
P PUBLISHING LIMITED

mothertonguepublishing.com

FORCE FIELD
77 Women Poets
of British Columbia
Edited by
Susan Musgrave
978-1-896949-25-3 | $32.95
390 pages

THE LITERARY
STOREFRONT:
THE GLORY YEARS
Vancouver’s Literary
Centre 1978-1985
Trevor Carolan
978-1-896949-52-9 | $29.95
252 pages

starburst clocks and boxy TV sets to
reflect the changing times.
We learn of Tommy’s strong social
conscience in his first career as a
preacher in the 1930s. Young quotes
him as saying, “This church won’t be
just for worship. We will help people in
the community.”
Soon it’s the Great Depression when
most people are desperate, with many
jobless and not having enough food to
eat. While consoling a farmer one day
after his daughter has died of a burst
appendix, Tommy makes the fateful
decision to enter politics because, as
Young writes, he “could do more to help
people as a politician than as a church
minister” by working “to pass laws to
help people.”
Tommy’s years reciting poems as a
boy made him a powerful speaker. He
inspires crowds. “They believed in his
dream of medical care for everyone,”
writes Young. “Today every Canadian,
young or old, rich or poor, whether they
live in a town or in the country, in the
south or in the north, has the medical
care they need.”
More details about Tommy Douglas
are provided at the end of the book. In
2004, in a CBC TV vote, he was named
the greatest Canadian of all time by
people across the country.9781988242415

30% off
ends Nov. 30

AT THE WORLD’S EDGE
CURT LANG’S
VANCOUVER:
1937–1998
Claudia Cornwall
60 B&W Vancouver photos
by Curt Lang
978-1-896949-17-8 | $29.95
267 pages

THE DANCEHALL
YEARS
Novel
Joan Haggerty
978-1-896949-54-3 | $23.95
352 pages

Not New, but Timeless
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KIDLIT

CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS
BC & YUKON BOOK PRIZES 2023
Eight categories including fiction,
non-fiction, children’s, illustrated,
poetry, regional, booksellers’ choice,
and for writing that provokes.
To submit, visit bcyukonbookprizes.com
Deadline December 1, 2022

THE WRITER’S
STUDIO
WORK WITH A MENTOR IN A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY
Online program starts January 2023
Apply by October 31

CONTINUING STUDIES

sfu.ca/write
Joseph Kakwinokanasum, 2018 graduate

NE

from
Tradewind
Books
W

Emily Seo • Gracey Zhang

Robert Heidbreder • Philippe Béha

Kari-Lynn Winters • Nahid Kazemi

“ . . . a clever, unique, engaging
and entertaining read’”

“Words and pictures work together perfectly.
Alphabet Antics is a riotous and joyful book . . .”

A little sister can be really annoying.
If only Bea would just be gone!

—HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
—CANADIAN REVIEW OF MATERIALS

—CANADIAN CHILDREN’S BOOK NEWS

Now distributed in Canada by Orca Book Publishers Victoria B.C.
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JUVENILEFICTION

REVIEW

Illustration by
Gracey Zhang, from
The Science of Boys.

Geek to chic

The science of fitting in at high school
The Science of Boys
by Emily Seo, illustrated by Gracey Zhang
(Tradewind Books $12.95)

BY ERIN F. CHAN

P

Festival Week
October 17–23
110+ authors
80 events
1 magical week
Get your tickets at

writersfest.bc.ca

uberty, popularity,
peer pressure, puppy love and pop
quizzes. Entering high school is
nerve-racking for
most kids on the
cusp of teenage life. For the studious
and scientific-minded Emma Sakamoto, fitting in is her biggest worry. “I
want to feel good about going to school,”
Emma thinks. “I don’t want to worry
about girls who are mean to
me. I want to be liked, not a
geek.”
While Emma wishes she
could invent a chemical reaction to convert her from “geek
to chic,” her best friend, Olive, is excited about all the
different clubs they could
join and the fact that the
Magical Creatures TV show
Emily
will be filming in town soon.
However, when the effortlessly popular new girl in town, Poppy
Sinclair, enlists Emma’s help in wooing young Magical Creatures star Cole
James, Emma pounces on the opportunity to shed her geekdom—blurting out
a lie to Poppy that she’s writing a book
on the “science of boys” (despite knowing nothing about them). But with her
father being sad and cagey, her mother
not returning her calls, and Olive getting more and more upset with her,
how far will Emma go to finally fit in?
Set in present-day Steveston, BC,
The Science of Boys is the debut novel
of Emily Seo, and the book features
lively (and cute) black ink illustrations
by Gracey Zhang. Seo, who describes
the middle-grade book as being the
result of her “experimentation with
words,” has a PhD in Chemistry from
the University of British Columbia. She
not only brings her scientific mind to
Emma’s analytical character but to the
book as a whole, with the chapter titles
and subtitles being different scientific
terms and definitions that allude to
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elements in the story (such as in the
chapter “Wave Model,” in which Emma
describes her self-esteem as being
“up and down, like light travelling in
a wave”). And Seo encourages curiosity and exploration throughout the
novel, as Emma tackles Poppy’s boy
trouble by using the scientific method,
summarizing her findings as pieces of
advice in her fake book: “It’s true that
guys like their space, but it’s important
to make sure he sees you from time to
time. … Make sure to stay in his visible
spectrum.”
Seo also gently addresses many social issues that young teens face today,
such as bullying, peer pressure, body
image and social media. In
one scene, Olive and Emma
flip through magazines,
searching for an example of
misrepresentation in media
for a class assignment; when
Olive bemoans the fact that
“there isn’t a single girl in
[the magazine] bigger than
a size two,” Emma realizes
how infrequently they see
Seo
ordinary girls in media: “We
were bombarded with images
of girls who were not only thin, they
were also beautiful with perfect hair
and perfect skin. How is any normal
person able to compete with that?” As
Emma navigates her first year of high
school, it becomes increasingly apparent how these teen issues are affecting
her and her peers. But in her efforts
to fit in, Emma ends up learning a lot
about friendship, belonging, and how
teens can better understand and support each other in their struggles.
A genuine and fun-filled read, The
Science of Boys captures many complexities in the lives of preteen girls
today while encouraging curiosity and
an interest in science—a subject that
girls still often lack confidence in and
are discouraged from pursuing.
9781926890371

Erin F. Chan (she/her) lives and works
as a publishing assistant, copy editor,
and graphic designer on the unceded
territories of the Musqueam, Squamish,
and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.
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WHO’S

“You need
only be the simple
expression of the
divine intent that
is your life.”

WHO

Michelle Poirier
Brown

BRITISH COLUMBIA

A IS FOR ANGELO
River conservationist and founder of
both BC and World Rivers Day, Mark
Angelo of Burnaby has published his
first illustrated children’s book, The
Little Creek That Could (FriesenPress
$16.99) demonstrating to readers how
the power of one can bring change.
The book is inspired by the true story
of Angelo, who, as a young teacher, led
the charge alongside students, teachers and community members to restore
a small urban creek. “Serving as a
tribute to all those who have dedicated
their lives to cleaning up damaged rivers, the book aims to raise awareness
among children—and those influencing them—about the value of our local
waterways,” says Angelo. “Simply put,
healthy rivers and streams make our
communities better and safer places
to live.” Illustrations are by Ros Webb.

B IS FOR BROWN

C IS FOR CURRY

9781772126037

Gwen Curry’s Converging Waters:
The Beauty and Challenges of the
Broughton Archipelago (RMB $40),
with photography by Dan Hillert of
Malcolm Island, explores the pebble
beaches, foggy mornings, orcas, and
eagles on the tree-covered islands of
the northern coast of Vancouver Island
at the edge of the Broughton Archipelago (including Queen Charlotte Strait,
Broughton Strait, Cormorant Channel and Blackfish Sound). Converging
Waters also takes a hard-hitting look
at the environmental problems of the

t

At the age of 38, Michelle Poirier
Brown discovered her hidden Indigenous identity. Coming to terms with
her newfound Métis heritage was
compounded by having to deal with
childhood trauma from an incestuous
rape as well as nearly dying once when
she was exposed to extreme cold. She
reveals her journey of pain, belonging,
hope and resilience in her debut collection of poems, You Might Be Sorry
You Read This (U of Alberta Press
$19.99). The publisher says Brown’s
confessional poems “are polished yet
unpretentious, often edgy but humorous; they explore trauma yet prioritize
the poet’s story. Honouring the complexities of Indigenous identity and the
raw experiences of womanhood, mental
illness, and queer selfhood, these narratives carry weight.” Brown concludes
in one of her poems that “You need /
only be the simple / expression of the
divine / intent / that is your life.”

helene cyr photo

9781039117129

A.J. Devlin

the ex-wrestling pro turned detective
is drawn into the mixed martial arts
community when a UFC Championship
belt goes missing and he’s hired to find
it. He ventures into the tight-knit MMA
community, where he begins asking
unwanted questions and infiltrates a
secretive no-holds-barred fight club.
Jed’s detective work also takes him
inside the world of jewel thieves,
bodybuilders and yoga enthusiasts.
Jed, who has developed an unhealthy
fondness for banana milkshakes, may
be in for a fight that he is no longer fit
9781774390559
to handle.

E IS FOR ERIKSSON

Broughton and beyond. Curry’s essays
on the forest industry, the cruise ship
industry, orcas and whales and
the devastating practices of a fish
farming industry that threaten
the BC coastal ecosystem are
9781771601658
unsettling.

D IS FOR DEVLIN

Port Moody–based A.J.
Devlin has released the
third installment in
his “Hammerhead” Jed
mystery series, Five
Moves of Doom (NeWest $22.95). Jed “Hammerhead” Ounstead,

In her third non-fiction title for younger
readers ages 12 and older, Urgent
Message from a Hot Planet:
Navigating the Climate
Crisis (Orca $26.95),
Ann Eriksson looks
at the science behind
global warming and
its impact on the environment as well
as sharing easy actions we can all take
to ameliorate the
damaging effects. “Do something NOW!” is
Writer and
artist Gwen
her clear mesCurry.
sage. With photographs plus
illustrations by

t
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Vancouver-based Belle Wuthrich,
this book highlights young people
who are ‘climate heroes’ and adult
activists who are working to fix the
problems of climate change. Eriksson
is a director of the Thetis Island Nature
Conservancy and has also written five
978-1459826328
adult novels.

F IS FOR FRAYNE

It’s 1995, Whitehorse, Yukon, and
family counsellor
Helen Cotillard is
treating fifteenyear-old Gale for her
anxiety attacks. In
this northern town,
seeing a therapist
Jill Frayne
“meant you were
failing in school, or you still wet the
bed,” writes Jill Frayne in her novel,
Why I’m Here (NeWest $21.95). Gale’s
problems stem from being separated
from the person she cares most about—
her younger half-sister, Buddie, who
lives with their violent mother and hapless stepfather in Ontario. When her
stepfather makes Gale go live with her
father and stepmother in Whitehorse
(for Gale’s safety), Buddie tells her, “Go,
okay. And when I’m big, come back
and get me.” Jill Frayne’s first book,
the travel memoir Starting Out in the
Afternoon (Vintage, 2003), was nominated for a Governor General’s Award.
9781774390498

Echoes of the
Supernatural

The Transforming
Image, 2nd Ed.

The Graphic Art of
Robert Davidson

Painted Arts of Northwest
Coast First Nations

$ 6 0.0 0

$ 65 .0 0

CO - CUR ATOR SAR AH MILROY.

ROBE RT K ARDOSH , ROBIN

G ARY W YAT T WITH ROBE RT

BILL MCLE NNAN , K ARE N DUFFE K .

IN COLL ABOR ATION WITH THE

L AURE NCE , KŪN JA AD DANA

DAVIDSON . IN COLL ABOR ATION

IN COLL ABOR ATION WITH THE

MCMICHAE L CANADIAN ART

SIMEON . IN COLL ABOR ATION WITH

WITH THE VANCOUVE R ART

MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY,

COLLEC TION & THE AUDAIN

THE HAIDA GWAII MUSEUM

G ALLE RY

UNIVE RSIT Y OF BRITISH

ART MUSEUM

An exhilarating tour of a
half-century of mastery and
innovation of Haida formline by
the most prominent Northwest
Coast artist of his generation.

COLUMBIA

Based on the first full-scale
solo museum exhibition of this
extraordinary Tahltan-Tlingit
artist, one of the finest living
carvers of the Northwest Coast.

“An incredible archive of
paintings by Northwest Coast
artists, allowing the viewer to
explore the creativity, energy,
and depths these artists have
achieved.” —Robert Davidson

Dempsey Bob

Glory and Exile

In His Own Voice

Haida History Robes of
Jut-ke-Nay Hazel Wilson

$ 4 5 .0 0
DE MPSEY BOB; FOREWORD BY

Contemporary. Innovative.
Beautiful. Books.
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$50.0 0

Through a series of fifty-one
large “story robes,” Jut-ke-Nay
Hazel Wilson shares a grand
narrative of Haida origins,
resistance, and perserverance
in the face of colonialism, and of
life as it has been lived on Haida
Gwaii since time immemorial.

www.figure1publishing.com
Distributed in Canada by Raincoast Books and
internationally by Publishers Group West

WHO’S WHO

BC

Now Available from
University of Toronto Press

a local restaurant is hit by arson with
prejudice as a possible motive. Lane
must also contend with an investigation of her RCMP husband’s integrity.
Questions of community and trust are
at the heart of Iona Whishaw’s latest
Lane Winslow Mystery, Framed in Fire
9781771513807
(Touchwood $16.95).

J IS FOR JOSEPH
Stefanie Green

G IS FOR GREEN
In 2016, Canada passed federal legislation that allows eligible Canadian
adults to request medical assistance in
dying (MAiD). Now Dr. Stefanie Green
has written a memoir, This Is Assisted
Dying: A Doctor’s Story of Empowering Patients at the End of Life
(Scribner $24.99), revealing the reasons a patient might seek an assisted
death, how the process works, what the
event itself can look like, the reactions
of those involved and what it feels like
to administer medications that hasten
death. She co-founded the Canadian
Association of MAiD Assessors and
Providers, advises the BC Ministry of
Health MAiD oversight committee and
has hosted three national conferences
9781668004784
on the topic.

H IS FOR HILL

The former Poet Laureate of New Westminster (2017–2020), Alan Hill has
written his debut, full-length collection
of poems, In the Blood (Caitlin $20).
Depicting a lifetime of mental illness,
both his own and his brother’s, Hill
writes in verse of being in and out of
institutions and the sibling bonds that
are alternately broken and created
through their shared experiences. His
brother spends more of his life in institutions, which causes Hill to grapple
with guilt, shame and loss. Weaving
from the past to the present and back
again, In the Blood looks for meaning
and comfort in the confusion of childhood and the road into adulthood.

I IS FOR IONA

9781773860787

Returning home to New Denver in
1948, Lane Winslow—a former British
intelligence agent—uncovers human
remains next to a friend’s garden, and

“I was a child of an attempted genocide,”
says Chief Robert Joseph—Ambassador for Reconciliation Canada and
a recipient of an OC and an Indspire
Lifetime Achievement Award—in his
memoir, Namwayut: We Are All One: A
Pathway to Reconciliation (Page Two
$29.95). From his early years spent in
the abusive St. Michael’s Residential
School, to recovery from alcoholism
and trauma, to coming into his own as
a leader, Joseph lays out his journey
and wisdom. “Let
us remember that in
spite of what we have
done to ourselves,
we belong and are
loved,” he says. “Let
us—every faith, every colour, every
creed—recognize our
Robert Joseph
common humanity.
Let us accept the truth that we are all
one.” His son, Bob Joseph, wrote the
bestseller 21 Things You May Not Know
About the Indian Act (Indigenous Rela9781774580059
tions, 2018).

PAPER 9 781487544683

“This book is a beautiful and fearless gift to
those willing to be challenged about popular
public claims regarding a range of cultural
appropriation issues.”
DR. VAL NAPOLEON
University of Victoria

K IS FOR KOOL

During his lifetime, R. Yorke Edwards
(1924–2011) was recognized as the
‘father of nature interpretation’ in Canada. His pioneering work at BC Parks
with nature-centre-based interpretation programs in the 1950s and early
1960s, as well as his writings based on
his belief that people needed to spend
time outdoors to experience nature
firsthand and that the focus should
be on the “real thing.” Now Richard
Kool, a former director of public programs at the Royal BC Museum has
co-edited with Robert Cannings a book
of Edwards’ writings and speeches,
The Object’s the Thing: The Writings of Yorke Edwards, A Pioneer of
Heritage Interpretation in Canada
(RBCM $24.95). Yorke Edward’s work
still influences how we experience our
heritage in parks and museums today.
9780772678515

PAPER 9 78148752 4579

“Adroitly interweaving narratives of a man,
a time, and an idea, Nick Eyles recounts the
intellectual odyssey of legendary Earth scientist
Tuzo Wilson.”
ANDREW H. KNOLL
Harvard University, author of A Brief History of Earth

@utpress

Alan Hill
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2022 BASIL STUARTSTUBBS PRIZE
for Outstanding Scholarly Book on British Columbia

FINDING NOTHING
The VanGardes, 1959–1975
(University of Toronto Press)

by Gregory Betts
Gregory Betts’ wide-ranging summary of Vancouver’s cultural life between 1959
and 1975 focuses on the writing arts, which had become experimental and interdisciplinary during this period. Boundaries were pushed and new spaces created
for intersecting arts and life. Betts argues that Vancouver was a key site then for
the cultural transformations spreading across English Canada. Gregory Betts is a
professor in the Faculty of Humanities at Brock University.
SHORTLISTED TITLES
Becoming Vancouver: A History (Harbour Publishing) by Daniel Francis
A Long Way to Paradise: A New History of British Columbia Politics (UBC Press) by Robert A.J. McDonald

The Basil Stuart-Stubbs Prize was established in memory of Basil Stuart-Stubbs, a bibliophile, scholar and librarian who
passed away in 2012. Stuart-Stubbs’ many accomplishments included serving as the University Librarian at UBC Library
and as the Director of UBC’s School of Library, Archival and Information Studies. Stuart-Stubbs had a leadership role in
many national and regional library and publishing activities. During his exceptional career, he took particular interest in
the production and distribution of Canadian books and was associated with several initiatives beneficial to authors and
their readers, and to Canadian publishing. Pacific BookWorld News Society co-sponsors this award with UBC Library.
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L IS FOR LUNDY

R IS FOR ROWNTREE

Born in the 1960s and “fed on feminism
in the ’70s and ’80s,” Victoria-raised
Susan Lundy intended to lead the
life of a career woman. “Dress suits
were in. I could motor out of the driveway in the morning,
delve into engrossing and stimulating work (setting my
own hours), bring
home a fat cheque,”
she writes in Home
Susan Lundy
on the Strange:
Chronicles of Motherhood, Mayhem,
and Matters of the Heart (Heritage
House $22.95). Then, in quick succession while on a summer co-op job
in her fourth year at UVic, Lundy fell
in love and married, and after a few
years her daughters came along. Her
career became a distant goal when she
“looked into their eyes.” Her book is a
collection of newspaper and magazine
columns covering the journey from kids
to Covid and being an empty-nester.

t

Hilary Peach

ver International Writers Festival, and
the Poetry Gabriola Festival, which she
founded. Her debut collection of poetry,
Bolt (Anvil, 2018), referenced her time
as a welder. Peach still works as a
welder on Gabriola Island, where she
maintains her art practice. 9781772141955

9781772033649

M IS FOR McGREGOR

What is a good feminist and how is it
learned? More particularly, how does
one learn—through ideas, feelings and
texts—of living in a good way? Hannah
McGregor tackles these issues in A
Sentimental Education (WLU Press
$24.99). Known as the podcaster behind Secret Feminist Agenda and Witch,
Please, McGregor writes that this book
is a “meditation on what it means to
care deeply—about justice, about revolution, about changing the world—and
to know that caring is necessary and
yet utterly insufficient. This work will
never be perfected, and it will never be
9781771125574
completed.”

N IS FOR NELLUTLA

Since his childhood
days in India, Manu
Nellutla, who now
lives in Surrey, has
been interested in
mythological books.
It led Nellutla to
begin his Janya
Bharata book series
Manu Nellutla
with Janya Bharata
(The War): A commoner’s historical
fiction during Mahābhārata epic
(Self-published $14.99). Set between
the 7th century BCE and the 3rd century BCE, Janya Bharata is a fictional
novel about a tribe called Ustrakarnikas. The protagonist, a common man
named Mitrajit, is pulled into a feud
between two cousin groups. All that
Mitrajit ever wanted was to spend his
life peacefully with his wife and daughter. But now he has to choose between
his dharma and his family. 9798430439217

O IS FOR OCEAN CONCRETE

Employing 3,000 people serving 12
million visitors a year, Vancouver’s
Granville Island is known today for
its food market, eateries, artisanal
shopping and entertainment venues.
Yet, Granville Island was once named
Industrial Island. Granville Island
ABC: A Family Adventure (Heritage

Q IS FOR QUIRKS & QUARKS

Alison Kelly
House $22.95), by Alison Kelly, describes Granville Island’s houseboat
community, the range of wildlife still
living there and its four parks. There
are still industrial operations such as
Ocean Concrete (the “O”), one of the
two industries left on the Island (the
other is Micon Products, which has
been manufacturing screws and drill
bits since 1915). Kelly is best known
as one of the writers and performers
for the award-winning play Mom’s the
World. Granville Island ABC is illustrated by North Vancouver’s Linda Sharp.

P IS FOR PEACH

9781772034073

Since 1992, Bob McDonald has been
the host of CBC’s Quirks & Quarks.
He is known for his enthusiasm and
ability to convey complex science to
non-scientific audiences. He applies
his sunny ways to The Future Is Now:
Solving the Climate Crisis with Today’s Technologies (Viking Canada
$32.95), which is not another “wake-up
call” but rather an optimistic exploration of the technologies we already have
to get us out of the climate change
mess. “The astounding aspect of green
energy technology is the fact that it all
exists today, most of has been around
for decades,” writes McDonald. But it
will take more than implementing these
technologies: “It will require political
will, economic investment, and public
acceptance.” As he concludes, “You can
ignore it (for a while), you can come
up with short-term fixes, or you can
get to the source of the
problem and fix it
for good.”

For more than two decades, Hilary
Peach worked as a welder and was one
of the few women in the Boilermakers Union. She kept journals of her
experiences and has now published
Thick Skin: Field Notes from a Sister in the Brotherhood (Anvil
$22) about working in this
industry with its coded
language and obscure
subculture. Her work
took her from BC’s shipyards and pulp mills
to Alberta’s oil sands,
Ontario’s rust belt,
and the northeastern
US’s power generating stations. Peach
went on to become
a West Coast performance poet, with
shows at the Vancou35 BC BOOKWORLD • AUTUMN 2022

9780735241947

Hannah
McGregor

In Lenore Rowntree’s third book
of fiction, See You
Later Maybe Never (Now Or Never
$19.95) a childless
woman nearing sixty, Vanessa, conLenore Rowntree fronts her past that
includes an unsuccessful love life and being forced out
of her high-fashion career. Vanessa
leaves Toronto for a retreat to a holistic
campus. She recalls playing as a young
girl while her parents’ marriage disintegrated, crushes she had at school-and
secretly falling for one of her students
as a young teacher-in-training. Eventually, Vanessa connects with her
103-year-old Aunt Marion, an elder
who continues to find ways to make life
more interesting. There’s disappointment, fun, humour and intelligence in
this look into what it means to be seen
9781989689400
as “old.”

S IS FOR SPARKS

Sparks is a super hero dog that
saves lives. Secretly,
Sparks is really two
cats, Charlie and
August, that dress
up in a mechanical
dog suit to do their
good work. Sparks
Ian Boothby
is also the name of
a series of graphic novels about the
exploits of Charlie and August written
by North Delta–raised Ian Boothby, a
writer known for his work on The Simpsons comics and in The New Yorker and
MAD magazine. Boothby co-created the
series with artist Nina Matsumoto. In
the series’ third title, Sparks! Future
Purrfect: A Graphic Novel (Scholastic
$19.99), Charlie and August go on vacation to an island that holds secrets.
A crazy adventure ensues. 9781338339932

T IS FOR TOBIAS

As the child of Holocaust survivors in
Chile, Eliana Tobias grew up listening
to stories of shattered communities in
Europe, losing family under a Chilean
military dictatorship, and later, living
in Peru during an intense civil war.
She knows firsthand
how people who survive devastating circumstances carry
on. Her first historical novel, In the
Belly of the Horse
(Inanna, 2017), concerns a family esEliana Tobias
caping the turmoil
of Peru’s political turmoil in the 1980s.
Otilia and Salvador, a mother and son,
are forced apart during the conflict.
Tobias’ latest novel, When We Return
(River Grove Books $22.05), revisits
Otilia and Salvador, who have been
separated for twenty years. It’s 2008,
and the Peruvian government is ready
to make amends to its citizens following the violent guerilla movement of
the last three decades. But Otilia and
Salvador are stymied by the government when it denies responsibility in
9781632995346
their legal case.

WHO’S WHO

ENDS
BOOK, CD & DVD DONATIONS

Accepted in small quantities year round
at book'mark, The Library Store (Central Library)

FALL USED BOOK SALE
Promenade @ Central Library
September 23-24 10am-5pm

friendsofthevpl.ca

I

(604)331 - 4049
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Jane
Whittingham

Proceedsfrom used book sales support special library programs and projects.
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#5 - 1046 Mason St. Victoria, B.C. V8T 1A3

(just off Cook Street) 1-250-384-0905

• Hand sorted for premium quality • Full selection of exotic teas
• B.C. honey and Belgian chocolates • Mail orders welcome

www.yokascoffee.com

cover painting by jean smith

“Listen carefully to the music
and feel changed and charged by
David Lester (Mecca Normal) and
Wendy Atkinson’s remarkable
composition.” — Andrea Warner,
CBC, Songs You Need to Hear
“The spirit of struggle
courses through the music.”
— Bill Meyer, Magnet Magazine
“Think of this as ambient
music for activists rather than
Brian Eno’s Music for Airports.”
— Stuart Derdeyn,
Vancouver Sun

Horde of Two
I KNEW I WAS A REBEL THEN

Available digitally: Bandcamp: hordeoftwo.bandcamp.com
For CD / chapbook, contact hordeoftwo@gmail.com
Shrimper Records / Bamboo Dart Press BDPSP002 • Distribution by Revolver USA and Grapefruit

Harold Rhenisch continues his love
affair with Iceland (and his ongoing exploration of land and place) in his latest
collection of poems, Landings: Poems
from Iceland (Burton House $20) . Urridafossar, which means Trout Falls, is
a popular horse-trekking destination in
Iceland. It is here, while on a writer’s
residence, that Rhenisch composed
“The Foal: Urridafossar,” a paean to
the scope of geological time relative
to the minute span of a person’s life:
“where water once carried off the ice
/ that ground mountains into sand …
Am I, / the you I meet, the man who
stepped into the sun, / or the mountain
who walked back? / Fate plays these
tricks with time / when time gets up on
its four foal legs / and plays these tricks
9780994866967
with fate.”

V IS FOR VULLIAMY

It’s 2007, and Sandra Treming is
released from prison, having served
25 years on a terrorism and murder
conviction for her involvement in the
“Berkman Brigade,” an early 1980s
political activist group in Mark Vulliamy’s debut novel, Through Thorns
(Iguana Books $26.49). The aging revolutionary now finds herself in a strange
new world of cellphones, laptops and
smoking bans; her old political pals
have moved on to other pursuits. Sandra must navigate through abusive authorities, religious zealots, petty thieves
and unscrupulous property developers
before a chance encounter with the
owner of a used book store opens the
9781771805032
door to a new life.

institutes around the world to research
climate change year round; the method
involved the icebreaker drifting through
the Arctic Ocean, trapped in ice. The
expedition proved to be dangerous, not
least because the COVID-19 pandemic
began near the same time. The team
also faced storms, frostbite and cracking ice floes. There was fun too, as scientists held a Christmas party on the
ice and watched polar bears “play like
puppies,” as related in Rex’s memoir,
The Greatest Polar Expedition of All
Time: The Arctic Mission to the Epicenter of Climate Change (Greystone/
David Suzuki Institute $34.95). Recommended for those who enjoy adventure,
suspense and cutting-edge climate
9781771649483
research stories.

Y IS FOR YUSSUFF

Union leader, Hannan Yussuff, is one
of the visionaries in Inspiring Canadians: Forty Brilliant Canadians and
Their Visions for the Nation (D&M
$24.95) by Mark Bulgutch. Yussuff
argues that unions are good for everyone, not just union members, because
unions fight for all working people. He
cites the nine-year battle for the expansion of the Canada Pension Plan, which
cost the Canadian Labour Congress
$20 million. “We didn’t do it for members, because pensions are usually
part of our contracts,” says Yussuff.
“We fight because everybody is entitled
to a retirement with dignity and no
senior should have to live in poverty.”
Yussuff also points out that people with
well-paying union jobs put the money
back into the economy. “Take us out
of the equation, and the economy will
lose about $1 billion a week,” he says.

W IS FOR WHITTINGHAM Z IS FOR ZHANG
One of the important “firsts” in a
child’s life is their first camping trip,
as detailed in Jane Whittingham’s
new picture book Wild About Camping
(Nimbus $13.95). A brother and sister
set off for the woods, and each page
mirrors their actions in wild animal
imagery—uch as yanking cords while
setting up their tent (linked to a pulling, tugging moose), to a swim in a
nearby lake (floating, bobbing loons),
to telling stories around the campfire
(calling, hooting owls). Lively illustrations are by Bryanna Chapeskie.
Whittingham is also a librarian with a
passion for early literacy. 9781774710432

X IS FOR REX

In 2019, atmospheric scientist Markus
Rex captained the MOSAiC Expedition
into the Arctic. The goal was to help
hundreds of scientists from over eighty
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9781771623148

After working as a
practicing lawyer in
China for 18 years,
Hui Zhang relocated
to Vancouver with
her family in 2014.
Two years later, she
realized her dream
to continue her legal
Hui Zhang
career in Canada
when she became a licensed Immigration Consultant. Her road map for
navigating the labyrinth of Canadian
immigration laws, Canadian Immigration Handbook: A Guide to Essential
Immigration Knowledge (Self-Counsel
$49.95) is aimed at the immigration
needs of prospective immigrants. Also
useful for international students,
foreign workers, refugee claimants,
Canadians wishing to sponsor family
781770403413
members, and others.
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OPENING HOURS:
Tanglewood Books, located in a heritage building
at 2306 West Broadway on the corner of Vine Street, Mon to Sat: 10am to 6pm
Sun: 12pm to 6pm
is an Aladdin’s cave of new and used books. We can
•
get your special orders to you within 4 business days,
we have a popular and unusual DVD collection, as Tel: 604-736-8876
well as some rare vinyl thrown into the mix.
Tanglewoodbooks.ca

250-725-2125

browse online at mermaidbooks.ca

open 7 days a week

455 Campell Street PO Box 539 Tofino BC V0R 2Z0

An Independent Bookstore in Vancouver for 50 years!

Web & mail orders available to all parts of BC!
3608 West 4th Ave. Vancouver, BC 604-732-7912 banyen.com
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QUICKIES is an affordable advertising
vehicle for writers, artists & events.
For info on how to be included:
bookworld@telus.net

Unmasking The
Obama-Harper Era
2009-2013
Speaking Truth To Power

by Lawrence Chanin
Packs an explosive punchline.
Rock with the political punch
and roll with the laugh line.
ISBN: 9-7817777-376406 • $17.95
Available from
serendipitypub1@gmail.com

POLITICAL & SOCIAL SATIRE

A Scandal of
the Particular
by Steve Hamilton

Legal ace Hyman Kazan’s
relationship hits the skids
when his ex takes up with a
murderous judge. A slow burn
legal thriller beneath gloomy
Vancouver skies.
ISBN: 978-0228848721 • $21.95
Available from
Amazon • Chapters-Indigo

LEGAL THRILLER

Direct Action
Gets The
Goods
A Graphic History of
the Strike in Canada
by The Graphic History
Collective
$14.95• 9781771134170
Between The Lines

www.btlbooks.com

GRAPHIC NOVEL

Pender Harbour’s
Secret Agents

by Philip E.K.
Symons
Four teens expose an attempt to
bribe the Canadian government
into allowing oil tankers through
dangerous waters on B.C.’s coast.
$19.95 • ISBN: 978-0-9734928-3-5
Available from bookstores across
Canada & Red Tuque Books.

TEEN NOVEL

1919

A Graphic History
of the Winnipeg
General Strike
by The Graphic History
Collective and David Lester
$19.19
ISBN 9781771134200
Between The Lines

www.btlbooks.com

GRAPHIC NOVEL

Helen
Potrebenko

O

(1936 – 2022)

(1940 – 2022)

ne of Vancouver’s most uncompromising feminist writers,
Helen Potrebenko died after a
battle with cancer on August 10, 2022.
Born in Woking, Alberta, Potrebenko
moved to Vancouver to attend university.
She supported herself driving a taxi cab
and wrote about the experience in her
debut novel, Taxi! (New Star, 1975).
From driving oil executives to the airport and the unemployed around Skid
Row, the narrator learns about social
and political problems from all corners
of Canadian society. Written
in a fast-paced style, the book
also puts a spotlight on the
sexism women were forced to
endure: “It just never occurs
to them we’re people and not
zoo animals to be stared at,”
the narrator writes, “and that
we have feelings and don’t like
being prodded and mauled
by thirty different guys in
one day.”
In 2010, a celebration of
the 35th anniversary of the publication
of Taxi! was held at the Vancouver Public
Library.
Potrebenko’s third book, a collection
of fiction and other writings, A Flight
of Average Persons (New Star, 1979)
expresses the author’s pride in the dignity of working-class lives, particularly
women disadvantaged by patriarchal
societies.

COMMUNITY

Doctor of letters

BC BookWorld founder and author,
Alan Twigg received an honourary
doctorate from SFU on June 8.
Asked to provide words of wisdom
for graduating students in the audience, he quoted advice given to him
by Holocaust survivor, Rudy Vrba:
“Whenever there’s a problem, stop
and ask yourself ‘Is this going to be
a problem for me a year from now?’
You’ll find 90 per cent of your problems will go away.” SFU conferred
a Doctor of Letters, honoris causa
for his many contributions to the
literary world in BC. Congratulations Dr. Twigg!
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OBITS
Helen Potrebenko
Two Years on the Muckamuck Line
(Lazara, 1981) detailed Potrebenko’s time
in a labour strike (1978 to 1983) at the
Muckamuck Restaurant. The white owners of the first restaurant in Vancouver to
exclusively serve Indigenous West Coast
cuisine allegedly refused to negotiate.
“The Muckamuck hired scab labour
and tried to keep the restaurant open,”
says Potrebenko. “Sometimes
they were assisted by outside
goons. When the owners
finally left town, the Labour
Relations Board bestirred itself to order the Muckamuck
to pay a token $10,000 because of its illegal activities.”
she wrote. The restaurant
reopened as the Quilicum
Restaurant in 1985, with new
Indigenous management.
One of her last books, Letters to Maggie (Lazara, 1999) is a series
of letters about work, aging, literature,
culture and homelessness. They are addressed to Potrebenko’s long-time friend,
social activist and feminist Maggie Benston, to tell her what’s been happening in
the world since Benston’s death in 1991.
As well as driving cab, Potrebenko
made her living as a lab technician, office
temp, legal secretary and bookkeeper.

Beth Jankola, a poet and
painter who frequently cited
working-class environs in her
books, died on April 11, 2022.
Born in a small town in southern Alberta, Jankola moved to
the West Coast in the 1960s with
her husband Joe. After various jobs at The Vancouver Sun
and The School for the Blind in
Kitsilano, she obtained a teaching degree (1966) from UBC.
Later, Jankola taught at the
New School in East Vancouver
and it was during this period she
became actively involved in the
Vancouver poetry scene, publishing 14 books and chapbooks,
giving readings and supporting
fellow poets. She received the
Bliss Carmen Award for Lyrical
Poetry in 1972. She also earned
a BFA (1998) from Emily Carr
Institute of Art and Design.
One of her mentees, poet and
publisher Mona Fertig remembers Jankola as a beatnik. “She
opened the door to my literary
life. She would take me to all
the Vancouver poetry readings
in her Volkswagen bug when I
was 17, showing me how to get
into the Cecil Pub. I think I was
the youngest poet there.”
Jankola lent Fertig a library
book called Shakespeare and
Company. “She told me, ‘You’ve
got to read this.’ I was so inspired by it that I applied for
funds and started The Literary Storefront [Canada’s first
non-profit literary centre that
operated in Gastown from 197885].” Beth Jankola spent her last
twenty years living in Sechelt.
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FICTION

FIRST NATIONS BOOKS
ANNUALS
TRAVEL BOOKS

Quotes: repro@islandblue.com
Locally Grown, Community Known.

NON-FICTION
POETRY
MEMOIRS

GRAPHIC NOVELS
COLOURING BOOKS

BC’s Book Printing Experts since 1912

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

Books • Bookmarks • Business Cards • Postcards • Posters

Connect with Marquis,
a customer-focused and
cost-efficient option for all
of your book manufacturing
needs under one roof.

> Personalized customer support
from our dedicated team of
printing experts

> One of the largest offset and

inkjet book production capacities
in North America

CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
marquisbook.com

Self-Publish.ca

Subscribe to BC BookWorld
Name....................................................

All you need to know
about self-publishing
call for a free consultation
604-929-1725
info@self-publish.ca
The Vancouver Desktop
Publishing Centre
4360 Raeburn Street
North Vancouver, BC
helping self-publishers since 1986

Apt / Box#...........................................
Street...................................................
City......................................................
Prov............. Postal Code......................

Just $25 to receive
the next 4 issues
delivered to your door:
• mail a cheque
• E-transfer
• PayPal
Remember to include
your mailing address.

reply to: BC BookWorld, P.O. Box 93536
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4L7 Canada • bookworld@telus.net

www.bcbookworld.com
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Advertise your
services, contests,
bookstore, festival,
events, special sales,
and online deals
in BC BookWorld
and reach 100,000
readers.

•

bookworld@telus.net
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